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Abstract: Most models on the origins of tantrism have been either inattentive to or dismissive of
non-literate, non-sectarian ritual systems. Groups of magicians, sorcerers or witches operated in
India since before the advent of tantrism and continued to perform ritual, entertainment and curative
functions down to the present. There is no evidence that they were tantric in any significant way,
and it is not clear that they were concerned with any of the liberation ideologies that are a hallmark
of the sectarian systems, even while they had their own separate identities and specific divinities.
This paper provides evidence for the durability of these systems and their continuation as sources for
some of the ritual and nomenclature of the sectarian tantric traditions, including the predisposition
to ritual creativity and bricolage.
Keywords: tantra; mantra; ritual; magician; sorcerer; seeress; vidya¯dhara; ma¯ya¯ka¯ra; aindraja¯lika;
non-literate
1. Introduction1
In the emergence of alternative religious systems such as tantrism, a number of factors have
historically been seen at play. Among these are elements that might be called ‘pre-existing’. That is,
they themselves are not representative of the eventual emergent system, but they provide some of the
raw material—ritual, ideological, terminological, functional, or other—for its development. Indology,
and in particular the study of Indian ritual, has been less than adroit at discussing such phenomena,
especially when it may be designated or classified as ‘magical’ in some sense. The social fact of several
categories of individuals either referencing themselves or being referenced by others as magicians,
sorcerers, witches or seers, and pursuing livelihoods by those means in ancient, medieval and modern
India is a reality worthy of investigation, given the observable contribution of these groups to the
eventual emergence of tantrism in the sixth or seventh century. They do not appear to have expressed
ideologies of liberation or transcendent divinity but were concerned with magical crafts of various
kinds. Such groups not only preceded the formation of sectarian, lineage-based tantrism by well
over a millennium, but they also continued to function outside of formal tantric structures until the
present—a poorly studied and under-recognized reality of Indian social and religious life.
This paper will argue that some of the dynamics and ritual practices of Indian magicians and
sorcerers were appropriated by tantric groups, so that later forms still exhibit analogous attributes.
Thus, various kinds of magicians and illusionists contribute some (out of many) source streams for
social and ritual praxis, as well as magical nomenclature, both of which were appropriated by the
tantric traditions on an as-need basis. The intermittent and idiosyncratic nature of the appropriation
seems also to be a property of the earlier groups, and perhaps contributed to the tantric predisposition
toward textual or ritual bricolage.
1 Some of this material I have presented previously in various venues, including the Tantra-Agama panel at the 14th World
Sanskrit Conference in Kyoto, 2009, invited by Dominic Goodall and Einoo Shingo.
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2. Problematic Historical Representations
Those having even a modest familiarity with scholarly literature on the contested origins of
tantrism may see that there are several problematic positions that have skewed our understanding,
and in some measure these positions are related. First, and most important, there is the supposition
that the origins of tantrism are grounded in elite, intellectual formulae. In this model, the renowned
hermeneutists and theologians within the various sectarian orders—S´aiva, Vais.n. ava, Buddhist, Jain
or other—represent the authentic voices and irrefutable sources of tantrism, and the roots of this
movement is best understood by examining their archive. For some scholars, this includes the model
that tantrism is an intellectual project formulated in diametric opposition to the dominant paradigm,
inverting it, so that antinomian or alternative practices are but contradictions of the dharmasu¯tra dicta.
Second, because there is by definition no surviving literature attributable to non-literate traditions,
such individuals cannot be reasonably postulated (Sanderson 1994, p. 92).2 Third, as authentic tantric
sources must be grounded only in literate intellectualist textual traditions, any reports about alternative,
non-literate groups must be considered fallacious or inconsequential (Wedemeyer 2013, p. 196). Fourth,
such positions have been in some measure configured by questions of lineage and sectarian ideology,
predominantly focused on literate traditions that survive to this day, in which one or another of them
claim priority in order to depict all others as derivative. In this model, one of the modern sectarian
systems of tantrism makes the claim of first invention, and the method of dissemination is diffusion,
whether textually or by some other means.3
While there certainly is a relationship between tantrism and the pre-existent intellectual,
theological, legal and ritual literature of India, it still may appear to those informed on the history of
alternative or emergent religious movements, that the unarguably later intellectual elites constitute
a second-order phenomenon, in other contexts identified as “rationalized religion” by Weber.4 Such
rationalized functions are extremely important for the development of hermeneutics and theology,
but it is difficult to identify them as the principal sources of the differing traditions, which tend to
be grounded in social disruption rather than in an act of intellectual imagination.5 Nor can much of
tantrism be understood by a simple inversion of the “Vedic tradition” or the dharmasu¯tras (although
both are actually manifold) for that would not yield the majority of tantric practices.6 Moreover,
2 This is in response to an earlier version of Ruegg’s well-known “religious substratum” argument, which he again put
forward at a later date, (Ruegg 2007). Sanderson’s method has consistently been to presume written texts rather than oral
texts, understandable but excessively limiting as a historical model. Already the model was shown to be problematic, as
in the S´aiva and Buddhist appropriation of Tumburu from his position as a tree divinity (Griffiths 2004–2005); but there
seem to be some reticence in acknowledging Griffith’s discovery, even when Tumburu is discussed (e.g., (Sanderson 2009,
pp. 46-7n13, 50-1n22, 129n301, 130)).
3 Fortunately, the issue of both textual borrowing and intertextuality (which are not the same) have received attention outside
of claims of ‘plagiarism’, this latter idea invoking a post-enlightenment category for medieval texts. One recent volume
devoted to this issue is Freschi and Maas (2017), which is dedicated to philosophical and hermeneutical issues rather than
ritual ones.
4 Weber [1956] (Weber [1956] 1965, pp. 20–31) foregrounds the antagonism between religion and magic, with the idea that
religion rationalizes and therefore marginalizes magic, analogous in some ways to what we see in the development of tantric
hermeneutics; see also (Weber [1930] 2001, pp. 71–72, 86–88, 95–100). For a discussion of the subsequent scholarship on
Weber’s idea, and its application in venues other than religion, see (Sica 2000).
5 (Stark 2015, pp. 32–58, 149–209, 336–72). There are several analogs to the rise of tantrism, one being Marian devotionalism;
see (Mitchell 2009). Another might be the formation of Kabbalah mysticism in 12th century Province; see (Scholem 1991); for
the difference between the history of Kabbalah and its self-presentation in later hermeneutics, see (Yisraeli 2016). In India,
similar functions are seen in the Lingayata tradition, the Kabir Panth and others. Most such alternative systems begin with a
socio-religious movement and develop elaborate ideologies and hermeneutics at a later date, which is how I understand
tantrism in general.
6 This is Wedemeyer’s (Wedemeyer 2013, pp. 119, 188–92) claim. Unfortunately, his presentation of the relationship between
tantric Buddhism, the different schools of dharmasu¯tra, the Vedic ritual systems (s´a¯kha), and the local decision-making
procedures of Indian society at large cannot be recommended. For a sophisticated discussion of some of these issues,
see (Lingat 1973, pp. 143–206); observing how they worked out in the context of late medieval Kerala, see (Davis 2004,
pp. 119–47). To give but a couple of examples, if the inversion of dharmasu¯tra categories were the leitmotif of tantrism, the
early communities would have been run by women and outcastes, instead of promoting the non-observance of caste in the
gan. acakra. Similarly, if inversion were the motive, then disciples would be encouraged to seduce the teacher’s wife, since
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as already pointed out by Blaut (1987) and others, unsophisticated diffusionist models similar to
those proposed implicitly or explicitly encode a political position and covert hegemony, and certainly
this seems apparent in many scholarly appeals to diffusion as the source of tantric textual similarity.
Equally, it appears to me that a single source model, as exercised, is ladened with multiple fallacies of
historical reasoning, assumptions concerning authenticity and other questionable suppositions. So, if
all secondary forms are derivative, with the implication that they thereby are inauthentic, then the
intellectual traditions could also be considered derivative and inauthentic, a curious entailment of
the proposal. As a result, in order to model the rise and efflorescence of tantrism in all its manifold
diversity, models positing an elite intellectual project followed by a subsequent diffusion to the lower
strata are perhaps less cogent than claimed.
In terms of our available archive, I would like to argue that such models take little account of the
multi-nodal form of the matrix of tantrism, the discrete socio-cultural network systems, which in my
estimation were developed in the highly distributed ritual world of India from a plethora of points
and sources, not just from one. An alternative multi-nodal or multi-source model could assume that
pre-existent forms—which may continue on independently—have persistently contributed to tantric
ideas and rituals over time.7 The corollary to this would be that tantric systems continued to reinvent
themselves on a decade-by-decade basis, one of the reasons that an omnibus definition of tantrism per
se is so elusive. Elements appropriated may be either integrated as ritual or textual pericope, but that
appropriation occurs with a robust dynamic, and is neither unidirectional nor unilateral. The process
resists essentialist presumptions, for the elements selectively either diffused or appropriated both
change and are reinterpreted in new social and ideological horizons in the process. A multi-nodal
and simultaneously emergent, distributed network system fits Indian reality more clearly than the
modern Euro-American ideology of single-source independent invention, which is not even true
in the Euro-American world. Specialists in the origins of Maha¯ya¯na Buddhism have arrived at
similar multi-nodal models in understanding the different factors—intellectual, literary, performative,
soteriological and so on—which contributed to the Maha¯ya¯na form of Buddhism evolving in the first
to sixth centuries of the common era in highly distributed networks (e.g., the essays in (Nyanatusita
himi 2013)). Analogous observations have been made about the pura¯n. as, the gr.hya-su¯tras, the epics, and
other genres of Indian religious literature. In general, these models are consonant with the text-critical
methods of form and redaction theory as well.8
In this paper, I would like to focus on one of the historiographical curiosities found in tantric
studies, one that extends from the suppositions just mentioned: the desire for scholars to integrate
prior religious outliers into forms known from literature of their specialization. Sometimes this is
done with the relatively historical awareness that these previous outliers are not actually the later
forms encapsulated in an earlier enterprise, anachronistically projected into the past. More frequently,
however, we see a willingness to draw straight lines between one behavior, often of non-literate
groups, and a later, generally literate, form of ritual or belief, neglecting the differences of social frame,
operational function or symbolic formulation. Thus, the pattern established in a mature system is
held as the standard, and the antecedent outlier system is shaped, sculpted, and sometimes forced
drinking liquor and seducing the guru’s wife are found in the same place in many dharmasu¯tras and even in the same rule:
e.g., Vis.n. usmr. ti 35.1: brahmahatya¯ sura¯pa¯nam. bra¯hman. asuvarn. aharan. am. guruda¯ragamanam iti maha¯pa¯taka¯ni || “Killing
a brahman, drinking liquor, stealing the gold of a brahman, and going to the guru’s wife—these are the great crimes causing
loss of caste.” Simply inverting the different, often contradictory, legal injunctions of either the dharmasu¯tras or the pura¯n. as
or the gr.hyasu¯tras does not yield tantrism, nor has Wedemeyer done more than select a few items to promote his thesis,
ignoring a great mass of data that does not support his position.
7 The extensive literature and quantitative model construction based on issues of nodality and network theory are beyond the
scope of this paper, but its applicability to archaeology has been summarized in Collar et al. (2015) and its use in Indian
agrarian governance is explored in Udayaadithya and Gurtoo (2013).
8 Form-critical approaches are discussed in Sweeney and Zvi (2003), and historically assessed in Byrskog (2007); recent
redaction-critical approaches are outlined in Tan (2001). Other text-critical approaches are emerging, but they generally
presume a granulation of a text drawn from multiple sources.
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into a comfortable acquaintance in scholarly literature. This is the teleological fallacy, that the end
known to us is encoded in the earlier form, a fallacy often accompanied with the quasi-Marxist
idea that the earlier form embodies the seeds of its own destruction. Thus, the model is most often
provided an addendum, in which the pre-existent outlier is “absorbed” into tantrism, with the inchoate
presumption that Indian tantrism acted as a kind of religious singularity, operating in a manner so that
nothing could escape its gravity.
Instead I would propose that these pre-existing, alternative behaviors had their own dynamics,
although much is unknown based on the data available. Among my arguments will be the observation
that we are often misled by Indological attachment to the lineages of the written texts, which indeed
have their historical gravity precisely because they are written and conserved. Yet, when we compare
Indological emphasis on literacy with the earliest remotely comprehensive census of India, the 1881
census, we may surmise how slight literacy must have been in the world in which tantrism emerged.
The census concluded that, among the adult Hindu subjects, literacy was 6% range (about 12% of
males, negligible females; (Plowden 1883, vol. 1, pp. 227–38)), a figure almost exactly confirmed in the
1891 census (Baines 1893, pp. 214–16). The authors of the imperial census were well aware—as we
are in our census statistics today—that the disadvantaged classes were undercounted. Perhaps the
actual literacy figure was in the neighborhood of 5% overall, possibly less. I cannot imagine trying to
frame a history of a religious movement and not acknowledge that, in all likelihood, approximately
94–95% of the population of the period were not literate, especially given the well-known privileging
of the oral episteme in India. It therefore appears a questionable use of the available data to insist that
we only consider those representing themselves in the literate record, and not acknowledge how the
many others were represented by those few who could actually write.
3. Cue the Magicians
This is a somewhat loquacious introduction to the problem of sorcerers, witches and magicians
in ancient and medieval India. Certainly, such figures are attested quite early, and their attestation
continues on to the present. Yet they do not represent specific sectarian traditions associated with
tantrism, even if the behaviors are similar to or overlap with them to a degree. In this regard, we may
observe that there is a difference between the social life of the individual, the professional behavior of
persons allied to groups or not, and the identity of the person as a member of a specific group. At the
advent of an investigation, it is useful not to conflate these.
I am quite aware of the problems of definition associated with sorcerers, witches and the like.
Virtually all who have written on this issue have commented on the fuzzy category structures involved
(e.g., (Goudriaan 1978, pp. 1–2, 58–59; Kapferer 1997, pp. 8–12)), but most such discussions emphasize
the categories of sorcery or magic as an ideology or behavior rather than sorcerers as a social form;
they emphasize witchcraft rather than witches. Moreover, Indian literature is not impoverished in
their cataloging of these behaviors. The Brahmaja¯lasutta in the Dı¯ghanika¯ya, for example, mentions
115 different skills—from reading of signs to mirror divination—that might qualify as sorcery or
witchcraft (Dı¯ghanika¯ya I.9.1-11.22; Suman˙galavila¯sinı¯ I.92.9-97.19). Because we can expect that many
such behaviors would have been aggregated in a single individual, we do not know from such lists
how they were associated or how the aggregation would have occurred: Is prognostication via visions
visited on boys and girls handled by the same individual? What about reading signs from mice or the
attributes of elephants—were they related? Does one both raise veta¯las and speak with yaks.as or are
these different specialities? These are not inconsequential questions, as we shall see.
In contrast, our problem is simultaneously simpler and more complex, as we are first and
foremost concerned with the activities of social, lineal, clan or caste groups operating under selective
indigenous identity designations: ya¯tudha¯na, iks.an. ika¯, ma¯ya¯ka¯ra, aindraja¯lika, vidya¯dhara and so on. They
should be differentiated, as much as possible, from the saints that acquire magical powers—siddhi
or r.ddhi—through religious actions, such as via ascetical tapas or by meditative practices like dhya¯na.
That is, there is a difference in kind between claims about a saint attaining psychic powers through
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meditative success or spiritual purity and claims about powers that are transmitted through groups
from one individual to another, often from the communication of spells or the performance of a ritual.
Even then, the distinction blurs when we see spells obtained by tapas, meditation or other kinds of
virtue. However, I would at the same time argue that there is a difference in sensibility between magical
power that cannot be shared—as religious ability—in distinction to a spell that can be accidentally
overheard or ceremonially transferred from one to another with no loss of efficacy. We are expected
to understand that siddhi or the psychic powers of abhijña¯ cannot be accrued by overhearing spells at
night, while the sorcerer is muttering in his sleep.
To comprehend the social and ritual world of these liminal figures, we could understand that a
single individual plays multiple roles, effecting multiple ritual functions and systems, much as we
see from other religious agents of the period. Moreover, we also see figures described in literature
without specific titles, so such category structures should be suggestive guides rather than exhaustive
and closed systems. In any event, the English language category structure is, for the moment, less
compelling than the Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit category structures. So I propose to look at some of
these categories in their context and see what they have to tell us.
4. Ya¯tudha¯nas
The history of the study of magic in India—through the work of Keith, Henry, Goudriaan, and
Siegel among others—has only secondarily addressed the social issues with which I am concerned.
Türsig and Grafe were the really the first to embrace fully a similar project, and Türsig’s classic
article on abhica¯ra identifies magical rituals of death—specifically kr. tya¯—as a focal point of the both
An˙girasas (e.g., AVS´ 8.5.9) and, in particular, the ya¯tudha¯nas, those enemies of Indra and of the r. s. is
mentioned as early as the R. gveda. The noun ya¯tu in ya¯tudha¯na is sometimes identified with the other
early term for magic or sorcery, kr. tya¯, although the term ya¯tu appears sometimes to be employed as an
abbreviation for the ya¯tudha¯nas. (AVS´ 8.3.2c: a¯ jihvaya¯ mu¯radeva¯n rabhasva kravya¯do vr. s. t.va¯pi dhatsva¯san
||2||) Whitney’s translation evokes the power of the expression, “Do thou, of iron tusks, O Ja¯tavedas,
kindled, touch the sorcerers with thy flame (arcis); take hold of the false-worshipers with thy tongue;
cutting off (?) the flesh-eaters, shut them in thy mouth.” (Whitney 1905, vol. 1, p. 481). Here the
ya¯tudha¯nas are understood to invoke a specific class of gods, the mu¯ra/mu¯la-devas, a group that was
important at the time, even if its identity and extension are poorly understood today.
Ya¯tudha¯na sorcerers certainly were accorded exceptional powers, which perhaps validates the
extraordinary fear of them expressed, especially in the RV X.87 and eighth kan. d. a of the Atharvaveda
S´aunakı¯ya. Six categories of ya¯tudha¯na action are particularly suggestive:
1. They are there identified as descending in the air—RV 10.87.6: yad va¯ntariks. e pathibhih. patantam. ;
AVS´ 8.3.5c: anariks. e patantam. ya¯tudha¯nam. We might also note the mention in Atharvaveda S´aunakı¯ya
4.20.9 that describes the things that fly in the sky, contiguous to asking to see ya¯tudha¯nas and the
demonic pis´a¯cas.
2. They seize with spears things obtained or acquired. (AVS´ 8.3.7: a¯labdha¯n. a¯m. r. s. t.ibhir ya¯tudha¯na¯n).
3. They conduct “root” magic associated with the “root-gods” (mu¯radeva¯h. ) who the Vedic r. s. is
believe ought to be destroyed (AVS´ 8.3.10, 8.4.24, 4.28.6: s´r.n. ehi tredha¯ mu¯lam. ya¯tudha¯nasya;
AVS´_4,28.6a: yah. kr. tya¯kr.n mu¯lakr.d ya¯tudha¯na). It may be seen that Ma¯navadharmas´a¯stra 9.290
declares fines against anyone invoking the mu¯lakarma¯n. i rites and pronounces that the performance
of such rituals constitutes a cause for the loss of caste (Ma¯navadharmas´a¯stra 11.64), suggesting the
perdurance of this class of malignant ritual (Bloomfield 1913; Sen 1968).
4. They steal with speech (AVS´ 8.3.14: va¯ca¯ stenam).
5. They smear themselves with the flesh of humans, horses and cattle (AVS´ 8.3.15: yah. paurus. eyen. a
kravis. a¯ saman˙kte yo as´vyena pas´una¯ ya¯tudha¯nah. |).
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6. They employ sorcery associated with small animals and birds—owls, owlets, dogs, cuckoos,
eagles and vultures (AVS´ 8.4.22: ulu¯kaya¯tum. s´us´ulu¯kaya¯tum. jahi s´vaya¯tum uta kokaya¯tum |
suparn. aya¯tum uta gr.dhraya¯tum. dr. s.adeva pra mr.n. a raks.a indra ||).
Atharvaveda S´aunakı¯ya 2.24, lists eight types of ya¯tudha¯nas, or ya¯tus, and I provide the list here:
s´erabhaka, s´evr.dhaka, mroka, sarpa, ju¯rn. i, upabde, arjuni, bharu¯ji. These are somehow all types of Kimı¯dins,
apparently another kind of sorcerer about which little is known. So far as I am able to tell, many of
these eight designations have eluded successful linguistic analysis. The uncertain nature of these
words leads me to wonder whether they might be proper familial or place names rather than a non-clan
based typology as understood by others (cf. AVS´ I.28.1-4, I.7.1). In Sa¯yana’s commentary he treats these
as personal names but apparently operating within a group following the leader, with whom I would
presume the group members had some consanguine relation. Since both brahmans and sorcerers
are otherwise known to establish themselves in familial lineages, we may presume that ya¯tudha¯nas
did as well, and by the time of the Va¯yupura¯n. a (II.5.114, II.8.123), they were mythologized as snakes,
ra¯ks.asa demons and descendants of Ka¯s´yapa. Yet they were notably also described as following the
cult of the sun, wandering with the solar deity, thus placing them in association somehow with the two
primary priesthoods of the solar cult, the Magas and the Bhojakas (Bronkhorst 2014–2015); even then,
the parameters of this statement remain unclear as it relies on the broad strokes of the Va¯yupura¯n. a.
The sense that we are speaking of familial magical cultures is buttressed by intermittent references
to females of the species, the ya¯tudha¯nı¯ who are also mentioned both in the Atharvaveda and thereafter.
Beseeching Indra, the 1000-eyed god,
dars´aya ma¯ ya¯tudha¯na¯n dars´aya ya¯tudha¯nyah. | pis´a¯ca¯nt sarva¯n dars´ayeti tva¯ rabha
os.adhe ||6|| AVS´ 4.20.6
Show me the sorcerers; show the sorceresses; show all the pis´a¯cas; with this intent I take
hold of thee, O herb. (Whitney 1905, vol. 1, p. 185, trans.)
As late as the Bha¯gavatapura¯n. a, the female ya¯tudha¯nı¯ were described as in the retinue of the
Asura Hiran. ya¯ks.a, “O sinless one, the mountains appeared with ya¯tudha¯nı¯s observed residing in the
directions, releasing weapons, having spears and wearing their hair loose” (Bha¯gavatapura¯n. a 3.19.20
girayah. pratyadr. s´yanta na¯na¯yudhamuco ‘nagha | digva¯saso ya¯tudha¯nyah. s´u¯linyo muktamu¯rdhaja¯h. ||).
As with the ya¯tudha¯nas’ relations to most of the Vedic divinities, Indra is their primary antagonist,
with other gods like Soma, Agni, Mitra-Varun. a, and Rudra (AVS´ 6.32.1-3) also charged to defeat them.
However, in one hymn, AVS´ 6.13, they are paid homage as incorporated with death, and at the same
time they are loosely associated with medicine, and with mu¯la magic.
namas te ya¯tudha¯nebhyo namas te bhes.ajebhyah. | namas te mr.tyo mu¯lebhyo
bra¯hman. ebhya idam. namah. ||AVS´_6,13.3||
Homage to thy sorcerers; homage to thy remedies; homage to thy roots, O death; this
homage to the bra¯hmans. (Whitney 1905, vol. 1, p. 290, trans.)
The specter of the ya¯tudha¯nas was sufficiently dreaded that R. gveda 7.104.12-16 relates a hymn,
interpreted to reflect the contest of Vasis.t.ha with Vis´va¯mitra. Vasis.t.ha, having had his hundred
sons destroyed, is accused of being a ya¯tudha¯na, which he vehemently denies in an oath, cited
in some Dharmas´a¯stras as a method for proof (e.g., Ma¯navadharmas´a¯stra 8.110; Na¯radasmr. ti I.221).
A similar accusation was made in the Va¯lmı¯ki Ra¯ma¯yana that Yadu was demonic and his progeny
were ra¯ks.asas and ya¯tudha¯nas (Ra¯ma¯yana 7.59.14-20), part of a larger sphere of association between
demons of various varieties and the sorcerers. In addition, the specter of conflict seems to shadow
the demon-sorcerer relationship—the Anus´a¯sana-parvan of the Maha¯bha¯rata 13.3.4 portrays Vis´va¯mitra
issuing forth countless ya¯tudha¯na sorcerers and ra¯ks.asas because of his arrogance at destroying the
hundred sons of Vasis.t.ha.
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Despite these and related episodes, we may still acknowledge that the magical system of the
ya¯tudha¯na remains something of an empty set.9 The depiction of Vis´va¯mitra in the Anus´a¯sana-parvan is
already hybrid. He creates a ra¯ks.ası¯ demoness out of the homa fire, signifying the brahmanical ritual
component, yet the ra¯ks.ası¯’s name was ya¯tudha¯nı¯ and was the scourge of his enemies, the seven r. s. is.
Ultimately, however, the r. s. is defeat the ya¯tudha¯nı¯ ra¯ks. a¯sı¯ in a riddle contest. So, other than their use of
malignant magic, stealing with speech, very close association with ra¯ks.asas, pis´a¯cas, mu¯radevas, animal
spirits, and occasional dabbling in medicine, the early texts tell us less than we would wish about the
ya¯tudha¯na group identity and ritual systems.
Factors like these lead me to believe that the designation ya¯tudha¯na operates rather as a cypher
for the non-brahmanical magical threat, a brahmanical category for magicians understood to have
a social and ideological location distinct from brahmanical authority and the Vedic mantra corpus.
Thus, the designation ya¯tudha¯na in ancient and medieval India invokes nomenclature presumably
referencing individuals or groups, but it is unlikely to specify the name that they would have employed
for themselves as a self-identification. Part of the evidence for this is the simple observation that the
designation ya¯tudha¯na appears nowhere in the Pali Canon. Nor does it, so far as I have been able to
discover, occur in any surviving Buddhist Sanskrit records, although the Mañjus´riyamu¯lakalpa includes
ya¯tu as a kind of magic associated with disease (Mañjus´riyamu¯lakalpa 21.19ab nara¯ ya¯tuvya¯dhibhir
hanyate tada¯). Searches for a Prakrit or Apabhram. s´a equivalent to the term ya¯tudha¯na have equally been
unsuccessful. Yet the term continues to surface in brahmanical literature like the gr.hyasu¯tras, largely
because their invocation of the Vedic texts as authoritative voices, and ya¯tu survives in modern Indic
languages in its cognate ja¯du¯ as a term for both magic and magicians (ja¯du¯gar: (Glucklich 2012)).
5. Iks.an. ika/Iks.an. ika¯, Their Yaks.as and Veta¯las
In distinction, the other terms I hope to explore appear non-denominational, for we find
variations on them in a variety of contexts, both secular and religious. For example, in part of
its discussion of the means for conquering other states and creating sedition in them, the Arthas´a¯stra
recommends that several classes of individuals should be employed as the fake news of the period—by
propagandistically broadcasting the ‘king’s powers’ that he had displayed in a previous deceptive
show of omniscience or by his agents deceptively playing the part of gods appearing in fire halls, only
to announce the authority of the king.
tad asya svavis.aye ka¯rta¯ntikanaimittikamauhu¯rtikapaura¯n. ikeks.an. ikagu¯d. hapurus. a¯h. sa¯civyakara¯s
taddars´inas´ ca praka¯s´ayeyuh. || Arthas´a¯stra 13.1.7
And secret agents acting as fortunetellers, interpreters of omens, astrologers, fabulists,
seers, and those imperial assistants who have witnessed [the ruler’s deceptive displays],
they should all broadcast these legends in his own territory.
While the difference between some of the terms—especially the kinds of fortune tellers (ka¯rta¯ntika,
naimittika)—is not entirely clear, the person of the iks.an. ika or, alternatively, ı¯ks.an. ika would seem to
indicate a seer, one who finds or sees objects or events distant in time and space.
Often we are informed they have assistance, and there is an old Jaina allusion to the similarity of
sounds heard following the demise of a Jina to a secret request made by a female iks.an. ika¯. The early
verse supplement to the A¯vas´yakaniryukti, the Mu¯labha¯s.ya, ties a plethora of skills to the mythic lives
of the Jinas. Upon the Jina’s demise we are told in the Mu¯labha¯s.ya that the following extraordinary
sounds are heard:
chela¯van. am ukkit.t.ha¯i ba¯lakı¯la¯van. am. va sem. t. a¯ï |
9 In this they are similar to the An˙girasas, who were said to have had an A¯n˙girasakalpa, containing their dark rituals.
The contemporary texts under that name, however, appear later and invested with much tantric lore; see (Sanderson 2007)
for the Oriya versions.
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im. khin. ia¯ï ruam. va¯ puccha¯ pun. a kim. kaham. kajjam. || 28
[Then may be heard sounds of] a burst of laughter out of joy, the playing of children or a
lion’s roar; or the sounds from a Seeress and so on—the question having been asked, then
the reply [specifies] what is to be done and how.
ahava nimitta¯ïn. am. suhasaïa¯ï suhadukkhapuccha¯ va¯ |
iccevama¯ï pa¯en. uppannam. usabhaka¯lam. mi || 29
Or there will be questions about signs, etc., or [dreams] while resting peacefully—these
inquiries will be made about future pleasure or distress.
Thus, all these arose at the moment of death during R. s.abha’s life.
In Jña¯nasa¯gara’s 1383 CE A¯vas´yakaniryukty-avacu¯rn. i, commenting on these Mu¯labha¯s.ya couplets,
indicates that the iks.an. ika¯’s questions are posed in secret:
pracchannam. pr.ccha¯ sa¯ in˙khan. ika¯dirutalaks.an. a¯ in˙khan. ika¯ hi karn. amu¯le ghan. t.ika¯m. ca¯layanti
tato yaks. a¯h. khalv a¯gatya ta¯sa¯m. karn. n. es.u kimapi pras. t.ur viviks. itam. kathayanti |
(A¯vas´yakaniryukty-avacu¯rn. i 1.215 to Mu¯labha¯s.ya 28 on A¯vas´yakaniryukti 2.207)10
That question [to the seeress or to the yaks.a] is posed covertly, being characteristic of the
sounds of the seeresses, etc. Actually, seeresses shake a little bell at the base of their ears,
and then yaks.as come and somehow express the answer desired by the questioners into the
ears of the seeresses.
The image is delightful—a small bell is rung next to the seeress’s ear, and this apparently requires
the yaks.a familiars to come and answer questions. The sound of the bell is tantamount to the voice of
the yaks.as, who are otherwise invisible. Thus, the whisperings of the seeress’s questions, and probably
the covert and invisible yaks.a answers, are analogous to the soto voce of various sounds miraculously
occurring upon the demise of the Jinas.11 A verse in the Br.hatkalpabha¯s.ya (v. 1312) again describes the
iks.an. ika¯ in this way; Ks.emakı¯rti’s 13th century continuation of Malayagiri’s 12th century commentary
adds that the yaks.a is her kuladevata¯, her family deity, and that the iks.an. ika¯ is an outcaste d. ombı¯.12
We may believe that the iks.an. ikas were similar to the naimittikas, those soothsayers who made a
living by reading signs of various kinds and who are a bit outside of the parameters of this essay.13
And it is true that these are sometimes grouped together, yet the range of behavior attributed to
these iks.an. ikas is greater than finding lost items or answering obscure questions, as seen elsewhere
in Buddhist literature, whether in the Sanskrit or Pali form. Perhaps our most dramatic portrayal
10 Despite its relatively early date, it can not be said that the A¯vas´yakaniryukti and related literature has received the attention
that it is due, possibly because of the difficulty of handling the Prakrit materials. See (Leumann 2010; Balbir and Oberlies
1993; Bruhn 1998).
11 I would wonder if this practice is not the actual source of the yaks.a well known through Jaina and epigraphic sources,
Ghan. t.akarn. a, generally interpreted as the yaks.a with “bell-ears”; see (Cort 1997, 2000) on this figure. One problem for the
idea that name may be based on a ritual is that we find, for example, the Tala image, a curious and highly disputed statue,
where his testicles are carved in the image of bells; see (Nigam 2000) for disparate opinions on the nature of this image. It
suggests the possibility of an iconography in which the yaks.a’s ears were actually understood as bells. The other problem
with the ritual being the source is chronological: I have found no early, authentically pre-epigraphical source describing this
ritual in that manner; see the following note.
12 Br.hatkalpabha¯s.ya 1312:pasin. a¯pasin. am. sumin. e vijja¯sit.t.ham. kahei annassa |ahava¯ a¯ïm. khin. iya¯ gham. t.iyasit.t.ham. parikahei
||Bhr.hatkalpabha¯s.ya-vr. tti: yat svapne ‘vatı¯rn. aya¯ vidyaya¯ vidya¯d. his.t.ha¯trya¯ devataya¯ s´is.t.am. kathitam. sad ‘anyasmai’
pracchaka¯ya kathayati | athava¯ ‘a¯ïm. khin. iya¯’ d. ombı¯ tasya¯h. kuladaivatam. ghan. t.ikayaks.o na¯ma sa pr.s.t.ah. san karn. e kathayati
| sa¯ ca tena s´is.t.am kathitam. sad anyasmai pr.cchaka¯ya s´ubha¯s´ubha¯di yat parikathayati es.a pras´napras´nah. || On the
summary history of the textual exegesis, Br.hatkalpabha¯s.ya, Bollée vol. 1, pp. 1–5.
13 This is perhaps drawing a line in the sand, as nemittika/naimittika are sometimes lumped with those who perform ritual
enterprises; Dı¯ghanika¯ya 1.8.30. However, I have yet to find a ritual system associated with the naimittika, and since
prognostication of various varieties is so widely distributed, it appears to fall minimally on the margins of this paper. For
references to the naimittika in several sutras, see Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, sv. The Bhr.hatkalpabha¯s.ya
and Bhr.hatkalpabha¯s.ya-vr. tti 1313 discuss the term nimitta¯jı¯va as one making a living revealing information about the past,
present and future, which seems to describe the revelation of knowledge rather than the exercise of prophylactic rituals.
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of an iks.an. ika¯ is in a section of the San˙yuttanika¯ya, the Man˙gulitthisutta, where she is depicted in the
fourteenth in a series of formulaic statements on the consequences of unwholesome action:
idha¯ham. a¯vuso, gijjhaku¯t. a¯ pabbata¯ orohanto addasam. itthim. duggandhim. man˙gulim. veha¯sam.
gacchantim. | Tam enam. gijjha¯pi dharika¯pi kulala¯pi anupatitva¯ anupatitva¯ vitacchenti, vibhajenti |
Sa¯ sudam. at.t.assaram. karoti | Tassa mayham. a¯vuso, etad ahosi | acchariyam. vata bho, abbhutam.
vata bho | evaru¯po'pi na¯ma satto bhavissati evaru¯po'pi na¯ma yakkho bhavissati evaru¯po'pi na¯ma
attabha¯vapat.ila¯bho bhavissatı¯'ti | . . . Esa¯ bhikkhave itthi imasmiññ eva ra¯jagahe ikkhanika¯ ahosi |
San˙yuttanika¯ya II.260
Friend, now I was descending from Vulture Peak and saw a woman, foul smelling, of
jaundiced complexion, traveling through the air, while vultures, crows14 and falcons were
following her, pecking at her and driving her away. For her part, she was screaming. So it
occurred to me, friends, that this is really strange, quite extraordinary, that there would be
a person of this kind, or perhaps there would be a yaks.a of this variety, one who would be
in this particular embodiment. (then follows a discussion of the karmic causes for her affliction) I
understood, O monks, that I had seen the seeress of Ra¯jagr.ha.
In the Samyukta¯gama (T.99.2.137a16-b3) in Chinese we find the equivalent text, but there distributed
by gender, describing both the seer and seeress of Ra¯jagr.ha, with curious gender-specific additions:
she has an iron pestle on her head (頂有鐵磨s´irasi mus´alam abhavat?) glowing with fire and revolving;
he travels as if in a whirlwind. They both delude beings by trying to find valuable things for them.
There is much of interest in this description, but we should be wary, as it is strikingly formulaic, both
in language and in textual placement. In it, for example, we see echoes of the Atharvaveda image of the
ya¯tudha¯nas descending through the intermediate space. Yet also, in both the San˙yuttanika¯ya and the
Samyukta¯gama, virtually the same description is also applied to a variety of spirits: preta, yaks.a, etc., so
that it is by no means unique to the seers/seeresses. However, both the scripture and the commentary
(Sa¯ratthappaka¯sinı¯ II.221) reinforce the consistently close association of these figures and their spirit
familiars, as the same discourse structure can be applied by the Buddhists to both.
Still, there remains the visionary ability of assisting others to find lost things or foretelling the
future. This specific attribute is in accord with the description of a practice found among the group of







The lord was staying in Jetavana, at Ana¯thapin. d. ada¯ra¯ma in S´ra¯vastı¯. Then the group of
six bhiks.un. ı¯s studied mantras to earn a living. The mantras were those of prognostication
through signs (an˙gavidya¯), concerning warfare (ks.atravidya¯), raising the dead, knowing
the signs of death, or the teaching on transformation by [rituals involving] small animals
and birds, and prognostication using bird calls. All the bhiks.un. ı¯s heard [about them], and
among them was one with few needs and content (*alpeccha¯ sam. tus. t. a¯), practiced in the
dhu¯tagun. as, who enjoyed studying the Vinaya, and knew modesty and decorum. Angrily
she scolded the six bhiks.un. ı¯s, “What do you say about your actions, that you have studied
14 Sanyutta II.260.4 reads dharika¯pi, but dharika is unattested; the refrain from the first section II.255.13 has ka¯ka¯pi instead, and I
have translated that.
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The Lord for this reason called together the bhiks.u samgha, and scolded the six bhiks.un. ı¯s
saying, “These are that which you should not do—this is not proper deportment, not the
s´raman. adharma, not brahmacarya¯, not following that which is to be done. They are not to
be accomplished! What do you say, bhiks.un. ı¯s, that you studied these techniques, on up to
prognostication by bird calls?”15
Of course, the nuns agreed that they had studied these practices. And, despite their occurring in
specifically Buddhist texts, it is certain that these are not Buddhist practices, for they would not have
been so reprimanded. Indeed, some of them—like an˙gavidya¯ and ks.atravidya¯—seem straight out of the
list detailed in the Brahmaja¯lasutta, and find resonance in Jain scriptures as well.16 Rituals using small
animals and birds had already mentioned in conjunction with the ya¯tudha¯nas and will be examined in
later contexts. As in our other instances I wish to consider, there is also no sign that this was associated
with any specifically sectarian enterprise at the time, and none of the designations associated with
these mantras seem dedicated to a single divinity. At most, they drift toward the broad Sma¯rta-based
vidha¯na or paris´is. t.a rituals, and the conclusion of this episode in the same Vinaya indicates that if
you read laukika texts for the purpose of healing or mitigating problems, then there is no difficulty
(Dharmagupta-vinaya-vibhan˙ga T. 1428.22.775a11-13). Both the Buddhist and Jain problem with such
practices is the issue of right livelihood more than anything else—employing mantras for profit.
We note that the mantras mentioned are wider than simply understanding the prognostication
from signs, and include the mantras controlling the dead, implicating veta¯la rites. The lore on the
raising of the dead and conquering the creature has been described in various Buddhist Vinayas,
most expressly the Sarva¯stiva¯da and Mu¯lasarva¯stiva¯da Vinayas, and the agents are also represented as
wayward Buddhist monks or nuns (Huang 2009; Skilling 2007).
In the Bhais.ajyaguru-su¯tra, the veta¯la rites are equally associated with rituals dedicated to the yaks.as
and ra¯ks.asas:
Gilgit Manuscripts I.13-14; T.449.14.402c7-113 trans. Dharmagupta 616 CE.
To. 504, fol. 278a4-b1: punar aparam. mañjus´rı¯h. santi sattva¯ ye pais´unya¯bhirata¯h.
sattva¯na¯m. parasparam. kalahavigrahaviva¯da¯n ka¯ra¯payanti | te parasparam. vigrahacitta¯h. sattva¯
na¯na¯vidham akus´alam abhisam. skurvanti ka¯yena va¯ca¯ manasa¯ anyonyam ahitaka¯ma¯ nityam.
parasparam anartha¯ya para¯kra¯manti | te ca vanadevata¯m a¯va¯hayanti vr.ks.adevata¯m. giridevata¯m ca
s´mas´a¯nes.u pr. thak pr. thag bhu¯ta¯n a¯va¯hayanti tiryagyonigata¯m. s´ ca pra¯n. ino jı¯vita¯d vyavaropayanti
ma¯m. sarudhirabhaks. a¯n yaks.ara¯ks.asa¯n pu¯jayanti | tasya s´atror na¯ma va¯ s´arı¯rapratima¯m. va¯
15 Cf. also Dharmaguptaka-vinaya-vibhan˙ga 1428.22.754a17-b10, under pa¯yantika #117 and restated 745b11 in pa¯yantika #118. It
is possible that the six bhiks.un. ı¯s described in the Dharmaguptaka-vinaya-vibhan˙ga were understood to be naimittika¯s, thus
defeating my category restriction, but I have seen no verification of this.
16 An˙gavijja¯ is no. 16 and khattavijja¯ no. 18 in the list of miccha¯jı¯va in Brahmajalasutta at Dighanika¯ya I.9.7; Suman˙galavila¯sinı¯
1.93.10-18. I assume the Chinese translation as if ks.atriya (利 ) really references ks.atra instead. A similar warning
on livelihood is found in Uttara¯dhyayana 20.45: je lakkhan. am. suvin. a paüm. jama¯n. e nimittakou¯halasam. paga¯d. he |
kuhed. avijja¯savada¯rajı¯vı¯ na gacchaı¯ saran. am. tammi kale || ‘One who practices a life of deceptive spells, employing himself
by [interpretation of] dreams and qualities, devoted to fraudlent statements concerning signs, will be without refuge when
karma come due.’
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kr. tva¯ tatra ghoravidya¯m. sa¯dhayanti ka¯khordaveta¯la¯nuprayogena jı¯vita¯n antara¯yam. s´arı¯ravina¯s´am.
va¯ kartuka¯ma¯h. |
Moreover, Mañjus´rı¯, there are beings who are addicted to slander and cause mutual
strife, fighting and discord among beings. They are beings with minds intent on mutual
belligerence and perform unwholesome acts. By means of body, speech and mind they
desire injury to each other and are intent on each other’s misfortune. They invoke a forest
god, or a tree or mountain god, or invoke spirits in individual cremation grounds. They
deprive beings born into the womb of animals of their lives and offer yaks.as and ra¯ks.asas
food of flesh and blood. Having made an image of the body of an enemy, they accomplish
terrible spells, or desire to damage beings or the destruction of [beings’] bodies by the
practices of ka¯khordas and veta¯las.
Here we find the distinctive affirmation that, first, there are cultic associations with specific local
divinities and, second, as in the case of the bhiks.un. ı¯s we find the aggregation of practices associated
with apparently several different groups, appropriated on an as-need basis.
Indeed, various narratives suggest that few ritual practices were tradition specific: A spell with a
distinct veta¯la function—raising a corpse from the dead (matakut.t.ha¯panamanta)—is identified in the
Sañjı¯vaja¯taka (Ja¯taka I.510, no. 150), said to have been learned by the bodhisattva while residing in
Taks.as´ila¯. The idea of corpse revival to speak truth in response to a question is found in the story of
the ascetic Korakkhattiya in the Dı¯ghanika¯ya, indicating that the early Buddhists were familiar with the
idea if not themselves practicing the ritual (Dı¯ghanika¯ya III.8).
However, a specifically iks.an. ika¯ association with a veta¯la-like practice occurs in an interesting
episode described by the Asilakkhan. aja¯taka (no. 126) and demonstrates that these seers/seeresses were
also expected to engage in charnel ground rituals. In the Ja¯taka story, a prince seeks to take his beloved
princess away from her father, the king, who does not approve of the union. The princess is pining for
her love in the melodramatic manner found in Indian amorous literature. The prince asks an iks.an. ika¯
to assist him in spiriting the young lady away. She agrees and reveals how it will be accomplished.
aham. ra¯ja¯nam. upasam. kamitva¯ evam. vakkha¯mi: ‘deva ra¯jadhı¯ta¯ya upari ka¯l.akan. n. ı¯ atthi, ettakam.
ka¯lam. nivattitva¯ olokento pi n’atthi, aham ra¯jadhı¯taram. asukadivase na¯ma ratham. a¯ropetva¯
bahu¯ a¯vudhahatthe purise a¯da¯ya mahantena pariva¯rena susa¯nam. gantva¯ man. d. alapit.t.hika¯ya
het.t.ha¯mañce matamanussam. nipajja¯petva¯ uparimañce ra¯jadhı¯taram. t.hapetva¯ gandhodakaghat. a¯nam.
at.t.huttarasatena naha¯petva¯ ka¯l.akan. n. im. pava¯hessa¯mı¯’ ti Ja¯taka I.456.14-20.
I’ll approach the king and propose to him this idea, “Lord (I’ll say), the princess has a
Black-eared spirit (ka¯l.akan. n. ı¯) hovering over her. You shouldn’t even for a short time think
about warding it off. Here’s what I’ll do—on a specific day, I’ll take the princess, we’ll
get on a cart, and surrounded by many men carrying their weapons, we’ll head to the
cremation ground. There, below a bed set up on top of a man. d. ala (man. d. alapit.t.hika¯ya), I’ll
place a corpse. On top of the bed, I’ll set the princess, and bathe her with the water of 108
jugs of fragrant water. In that way, I’ll expel the Black-eared spirit.”
Instead of a corpse, though, the seeress will hide the prince beneath the bed, ready to take the
princess away. We are informed that the plan unfolds as desired, the king agrees, and the Great Seeress
(maha¯-ikkhan. ika¯) gets the princess in the cart. As they proceed to the charnel ground, she warns the
guards to be on their toes,
‘maya¯ ra¯jadhı¯ta¯ya mañce t.hapitaka¯le het.t. a¯mañce matapuriso
khipissati khipitva¯ va het.t.ha¯mañca¯ nikkhamitva¯ yam. pat.hamam. passissati tam
eva gahessati, appamatta¯ bhaveyya¯tha¯’ ti Ja¯taka I.457.8-11.
When I’ve set the princess down on the bed, that corpse underneath will sneeze, and then
he’ll come out from under the bed. Then, he’ll try to grab the first person he sees—so
look sharp!
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The prince under the bed has been equipped with black pepper and he puts it up his nose, with the
expected results—the gang of guards throw down their weapons when they hear the sneeze, the prince
takes his love away to be married, and the king shrugs the whole episode off with a philosophical
detachment worthy of the Stoics. For our purposes, however, it is evident that such liminal figures
as this ikkhan. ika¯ were invested in all kinds of witchcraft procedures. In addition, while the word
veta¯la is not employed in the text (much as we saw with the bhiks.unı¯s above), the narrative requires
that procedures for corpse reanimation were known to the audience in some manner. Jain and some
magical literature similarly describe the animation of a corpse for various purposes without the veta¯la
designation, so this use appears distributed in various ways across traditions.17
At a slightly later date—but approximately contemporaneous to the Bhais.ajyaguru description
above—and in an analogous vein, the Br.hatsam. hita¯ of Vara¯hamihira will describe a man. d. alaka figure,
attendant on a specific kind of king.18
man. d. alakaks.an. amato rucaka¯nucaro ‘bhica¯ravit kus´alah. |
kr. tya¯veta¯la¯dis.u karmasu vidya¯su ca¯nuratah. || 68.37
vr.ddha¯ka¯rah. kharaparus.amu¯rdhajas´ ca s´atruna¯s´ane kus´alah. |
dvijadevayajñayogaprasaktadhı¯h. strı¯jito matima¯n || 68.38
The man. d. alaka is an opportunist, in the entourage of a rucaka king, skilled in killing magic
(abhica¯ra), and fond of spells relating to the rituals of the kr. tya¯ and veta¯la spirits.
He looks old, hair rough and stiff, but skilled in the destruction of enemies. Intellectually
attached to brahmans, gods, sacrifice and yoga, he is intelligent, but conquered by women.
As indicated in the verse, this unprepossing character is in the entourage of a specific kind of
king, one who is himself not of the highest order, governed as he is by the planet Mars.
subhru¯kes´o raktas´ya¯mah. kambugrı¯vo vya¯dı¯rgha¯syah. |
s´u¯rah. kru¯rah. s´res. t.ho mantrı¯ caurasva¯mı¯ vya¯ya¯mı¯ ca || 68.27
Attractive hair and eyebrows, [the Rucaka king] has a dark red visage, his neck marked
with three lines, face very long in shape.
He is a warrior, cruel, a chieftain with secret counsel, the head of a band of thieves,
and hard-charging.
Therefore, much as we saw the strong relationship between kings and magicians above,
Vara¯hamihira articulated the idea that there was a class of magicians who were associated with
the needs of unsavory rulers, ones who themselves easily crossed the line between legitimate warfare
(according to the dharmasu¯tra understanding) and the naked exercise of power for personal gain.
The aura of veta¯las and kr. tya¯s (here interpreted as the raising of a female evil spirit) gave the magician
both his power and his liminal status as a member of the thief-king’s court.
Moreover, perhaps a word of prudence is advisable concerning attempts at a systematic survey of
veta¯la rites. My presentation does not even begin to touch on the manifold citations and descriptions
of the veta¯la or half-veta¯la or corpse reanimation rites found in the Buddhist documents in Chinese
and Tibetan, very few even identified and fewer critically evaluated.19 In aggregate, such evidence
would suggest that veta¯la rites were recognized as equipment of various kinds of magicians, seers
17 Br.hatkalpabha¯s.ya 5540-46 and Datta¯treya 11.25 are examples.
18 These verses were noted by Dezso˝ (2010, pp. 398–99), for other purposes.
19 Huang (2009) and Skilling (2007) have explored some of the rich materials available in the Vinayas, but they have only
scratched the surface, as this episode indicates. Dezso˝ (2010) explores two types of veta¯lasa¯dhana, one raising the deceased
and the other based on a homa, but seems not to see that the employment of the homa fire rite must be an overlay or a hybrid
system, compounded with the indigenous rite of corpse animation.
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and sorcerers prior to the Gupta period and continued to exist down to the present as an optional
ritual behavior widely distributed through Indian traditions outside of textual lineages or sectarian
affiliation. Attempts to identify early statements of these practices as necessarily associated with the
later sectarian tantric lineages should be treated with much caution.
6. All in the Family: D. a¯kas, D. a¯kinı¯s, Vidya¯dharas and Vidya¯darı¯s
The evidence available suggests that one facet of the role of magician or sorcerer entails familial
relations, so that in a very familiar South Asian manner, there seems to have a hereditary component
observable in some instances—families of sorcerers, handing the spells down over the generations. An
example of this is in the story of miraculous powers (iddha¯nubha¯va) possessed by all the members of
the family of a layman called Men. d. aka, living in the town of Bhaddiya-nagara, related in Maha¯vagga
section of the Therava¯da-vinaya (Vinaya I.240). The father could fill his granary with showers of grain;
his wife had an inexhaustible pot; his son an inexhaustible bag of money; his daughter in law an
inexhaustible basket; even the slave had the magical power to plow a field and leave seven furrows
for each one plowed. The many, later versions in Buddhist literature (Ch’en 1953) tie these powers
into a story of previous merit (pu¯rvayoga) accrued by members of the family, generally by feeding
a pratyekabuddha in a time of famine. However, the Maha¯vagga makes no such allusions, and its
commentary (Samantapa¯ssa¯dika¯ 5.1101) is silent on a karmic Buddhist rationalization of a family of
magicians. It appears that, being a Buddhist partisan, the family was branded with the language of
spiritual powers, so that claims about their magical assets were placed in a Buddhist moral cosmos,
with the subsequent creation of a prior life of merit to validate the magical attributions as generated by
virtue and not from some other source.
That was not the case for those not being part of the Buddhist patronage system, who were given
less than honorable designations, merited or not. In addition, the extraordinary abilities attributed to
them consequently placed these persons in a liminal sphere, on the social margins where figures of
power are considered to have divine/demonic extensions. This is a familiar trope in Indian literature,
how one or another category of magical beings—vidya¯dharas, d. a¯kinı¯s, yaks. inı¯s, etc.—will have both
a human and non-human community, and were able to pass seamlessly between the two forms. In
each dimension, they were often considered to have familial or geographical associations, especially
notable in the female of the species. The earliest female magical persona, as we saw, was the case
of the ya¯tudha¯nı¯s, the females occasionally identified along with their male counterparts, but other
designations were employed at a later date, ones that invoked narratives of familial descent.
Most Indologists are aware of the Gan˙ga¯dha¯r inscription, that provides the earliest epigraphic
evidence for the term d. a¯kinı¯, and Bruce Sullivan’s discussion of this inscription treats it judiciously
(Sullivan 2006). Yet other, approximately contemporary, information is available in textual sources,
verified as to their date by their translations into Chinese.20 The most important is the Lan˙ka¯vata¯rasu¯tra,
translated by Gun. abhadra in 443 and again by Bodhiruci in 513, for this text provides a series of
morality tales on the eating of meat. So the king Sim. hasauda¯sa lost his kingdom because of his desire
for flesh, and Indra experienced misfortune after chasing the pigeon in the S´ivi-ja¯taka. However, it is
one description that interests us:
anyes. a¯m. ca maha¯mate narendrabhu¯ta¯na¯m. sata¯m as´vena¯pahr. ta¯na¯m at.avya¯m. paryat.ama¯na¯na¯m.
sim. hya¯ saha maithunam. gatavata¯m. jı¯vitabhaya¯d apatya¯ni cotpa¯ditavantah. sim. hasam. va¯sa¯nvaya¯t
kalma¯s.apa¯daprabhr. tayo nr.paputra¯h. pu¯rvajanmama¯m. sa¯dados.ava¯sanataya¯ manus.yendrabhu¯ta¯
api santo ma¯m. sa¯da¯ abhu¯van | ihaiva ca maha¯mate janmani saptakut. ı¯rake 'pi gra¯me
20 Adelheid Herrmann-Pfandt’s (Herrmann-Pfandt 1996) article was the first, in my estimation, to treat this section
intelligently. Unfortunately, her article has been left out of the scholarly discussion, so I thought to treat the Lan˙ka¯vata¯ra
section again, in part because she does not verify the Chinese translations.
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pracurama¯m. salaulya¯d atiprasan˙gena nis. evama¯na¯ ma¯nus.ama¯m. sa¯da¯ ghora¯ d. a¯ka¯ va¯
d. a¯kinyas´ca sam. ja¯yante |
And other kings, Maha¯mati, carried away into the forest by their horse(s), wandered until,
out of fear of their lives, had sex with a lioness, and progeny were born. The princes,
beginning with Kalma¯s.apa¯da, through the consequence of [their fathers’] cohabitation
with the lioness, and because of the offending karmic outflow of eating meat in a previous
life, they continued their carnivorous practices even once they had become kings. And
thus in this birth, Maha¯mati, in the village of Seven Huts (Saptakut.ı¯raka), [these princes]
were born residing as ferocious cannibalistic warlocks and witches, because of an excessive
attachment and greed for quantities of meat.
As is usual for Maha¯ya¯nasu¯tras, the verse summary—which is in this case older than the
prose—restates the issue:
can. d. a¯lapukkasakule d. ombes.u ca punah. punah. || Lan˙ka¯vata¯ra-su¯tra 8.14 ||
d. a¯kinı¯ja¯tiyonya¯s´ca ma¯m. sa¯de ja¯yate kule |
Again and again, he is born into a carnivorous family, of wombs in the category of witches,
in a family of the can. d. a¯las or pukkasas, or among the d. ombas.
Here it would seem most specifically, that d. a¯kas and d. a¯kinı¯s were understood to reside in specific
villages and were human beings, or at least appear as such. The 513 CE translation of Bodhiruci simply
glosses d. a¯kas and d. a¯kinı¯s as men and women who end up as ra¯ks.asas. (T. 671.16.563a24-25: 生諸男女盡
羅). Yet it is relatively clear that the author of this short story understands the rebirth of the princes as
d. a¯kas and d. a¯kinı¯s in this village of Seven Huts, wherever that may have been.
The representation of female spirits in a family-modeled relationship to sorcerers is the
subject of the yaks. in. ı¯-sa¯dhana studied by Yamano (2013). Going back at least as early as the
Amoghapa¯s´amaha¯kalpara¯ja, the yaks. inı¯ is controlled by various means, so that the vidya¯dhara will
command her to perform functions, depending on the configuration of their familial relationship:21
vidya¯dharen. a vaktavyam. tr.bhih. ka¯ryasa¯dhana¯ni me kurus.va iti ma¯ta¯ bha¯rya¯ bhaginı¯ | yadi ma¯ta¯
putravat paripa¯layati annapa¯nas´ayanavastradhanadha¯nyaih. | bha¯rya¯ sarvvopakaran. am
ais´varya¯dhipatin dada¯ti krı¯d. ena¯nuvicarati | yadi bhaginya¯ sarvvaka¯mikamanoratha¯ni
paripu¯rayati | sarvvaka¯rya¯n. i karis.yati | sarvvatra dha¯vati | punar a¯gacchati dine dine
a¯bharan. avastra¯[va]bharan. a¯lan˙ka¯ra¯n. i dada¯ti | dine dine anya¯ni divyastriyam a¯nayati krı¯d. a¯rthe |
Amoghapa¯s´amaha¯kalpara¯ja ms. 30a5-7.
Then the vidya¯dhara is to say, “You are to perform three kinds of actions for me!” These
are, like a mother, a wife and a sister. If [the yaks. in. ı¯] is to be like a mother, then she is to
treat the vidya¯dhara as a son, protecting him with food and drink, bed, clothing, money and
grain. If like a wife, she is to render all services to her lord and master, and to follow his
lead in sexual play (krı¯d. ena¯nuvicarati). If like a sister, then she is to fulfill all his desires as
they occur. She will do everything that is to be done. She will run everywhere for him, and
having returned, she will give him every day every variety of ornament and clothing. Each
day, she will bring to him other heavenly women for the purpose of sexual play (krı¯d. a¯rthe).
Thus, the relationships between the sorcerer/witch and his/her familiar were in some sense
configured through the understanding of Indian family structure, and it would be curious if this family
structure were not continued in the sorcerers’ physical lives.22
21 This is part of a larger section: Amoghapa¯s´amaha¯kalpara¯ja ms. 30a2-b1; To. 686, ma: 54a1-55a1; T. 1092.20.258c13-259b4.
22 Recent studies on the yoginı¯s seem to suggest a similar phenomenon may have been at play; see (Serbaeva 2013; White
2013).
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These fifth through seventh century descriptions were not exceptionally different from either the
iks.an. ı¯ka¯s mentioned above or the tribal (matan˙ga) witch (vidya¯dharı¯) who is at the center of the early
story of A¯nanda’s attempted seduction by the witch’s daughter Prakr.ti, who had fallen hopelessly
in love with the Buddhist saint (S´a¯rdu¯lakarn. a¯vada¯na pp. 1–12). Her mother, the vidya¯dharı¯, prepares a
homa of 108 arka (Calotropis gigantea) flowers and sends a spell that would fall squarely under the later
tantric karma of magical attraction (a¯kars.an. a) or control (vas´ı¯karan. a). That such magical behaviors might
have some familial base is suggested by the Dhana¯idaha copper-plate inscription of Kuma¯ragupta I
describing a familial lineage (s´a¯kha¯) of a vidya¯dharı¯ or from a vidya¯dharı¯, one that applies the curious
Vedic metaphor of branch (s´a¯kha¯) to the description.23
The old Br.hatkatha¯ story literature, like the Vasudevahim. di and the Br.hatkatha¯s´lokasam. graha,
mentions the hereditary nature of vidya¯dhara families and their spells. So in one episode, a young
vidya¯dharı¯ named Vegavatı¯ is humiliated by her playmates because she cannot simply fly up the
mountain; she replies that she has yet to receive the spells of her family (Br.hatkatha¯s´lokasam. graha 14:33:
alabdhakulavidya¯). Jamkhedkar (1984, pp. 225–33) has combed through the Vasudevahin. d. i stories of
vidya¯dhara sorcerers, and described the way in which the lineage stretching back to mythic descendants
of the Jina R. s.abha, descendants named Nami and Vinamı¯, eventually produced sufficient descendants
of their own to populate cities of either eight, sixteen or sixty-four groups (nika¯ya) of vidya¯dharas,
depending on the description. Accomplishment of the spells entailed various kinds of temporary
religious activities: fasting, recitation of the mantra, various painful penances, to name but the most
important. However, receipt of the vidya¯ might simply be performed by securing marriage into the
family of sorcerers.
7. The Illusionists: Ma¯ya¯ka¯ra, Aindraja¯lika
Different from the seer or seeress in some ways was the illusionist, variously identified as a
ma¯ya¯ka¯ra, one who creates illusions, or aindraja¯lika, one involved with phantasms. Both Buddhist
and Jain literature feature interesting vignettes of such figures, who are usually represented as
creating trouble for people or encountering the respective founders of the religions under contentious
circumstances. One Buddhist scripture, named after the illusionist Bhadra, describes his situation.
yang de’i tshe rgyal po’i khab kyi grong khyer chen po na sgyu ma mkhan bzang po
zhes bya ba bstan bcos la shin tu mkhas pa | gsang sngags la shin tu mkhas pa |
bzo dang rigs pa la mkhas pa | las kyi mthas’ byas zin pa | rab tu byed pa byas pa | sgra grags
pa | yul ma ga dha¯ na sgyu ma mkhan nam | sgyu ma mkhan gyi slob ma ji snyed pa de dag gi
mchog to grags pa | phul du grags pa zhig gnas te | des yul ma ga dha¯ ril gyi skye bo’i tshogs
thams cad ’dun par byas | rmongs par byas | mgo ’khor bar byas nas | ya mtshan gyi chos la bkod
de | bden pa mthong ba rnams dang | dad pa dang | chos kyis rjes su ‘brang ba rnams dang | dge
bsnyen dang | dge bsnyen ma rnams ni ma gtogs so || des sgyu mas rmongs par byed pa’i rigs
pai’s stobs bskyed pas rnyed pa dang | bkur sti dang | tshigs su bcad pa’ang lhag par rnyed do ||
Bhadrama¯ya¯ka¯ra24
At this time in the city of Ra¯jagr.ha lived an illusionist. Skilled in mantras, skilled in
the knowledge of crafts (*s´ilpavidya¯), he had completed tasks (*kr. takarma¯nta), finished
presentations and was famous. Among all the illusionists in Magadha, or among all their
disciples, he was known as the finest, renowned as eminent. Having delighted, deluded
and confused all the groups of people in all of Magadha, he performed wondrous feats.
23 (Bhandarkar et al. 1981, p. 273): K[o]t.t.iya¯ gan. a(n. a¯)d vidya¯dharı¯[t]o s´a¯kha¯to datila¯ca¯[r]yya-prajña¯pit[a¯]ye; “commanded
by Datila¯ca¯yya (=Dattila¯ca¯rya) of the Kot.t.iya-gan. a and the Vidya¯dharı¯-s´a¯kha¯.” (trans. Bhandarkar).
24 sTog vol. ca (39), fols 74b5-75a2; the corresponding section in the Derge is To. 65, dkon-brtsegs ca, fols. 18b5-19a1; the
older Chinese translation is attributed to Dharmaraks.a: the section here is found T. 324.12.31a7-b4. Compare Régmey’s
1938 edition and translation, pp. 20–21, 58, and his comments on the Dharmaraks.a translation, p. 13.
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Only those who saw the truth and had faith, those following the Dharma—the upa¯sakas
and upa¯sika¯s—were exempt (from his deception). Yet he received extraordinary wealth,
acclaim and verses of praise, all produced by the power of his deceptive spells of illusion.
Here the description is fleshed out: Our person is an illusionist, a tradition in India to this day, and
studied in some depth by Siegel (1991) and Shah (1998). Illusionists—whether designated as ma¯ya¯ka¯ra
or aindraja¯lika—have been a metaphor in Buddhist philosophical texts, like the Bodhicarya¯vata¯ra 9.31,
describing the idiocy of the illusionist falling in love with a woman conjured by his own illusion. Or
the Ayoghara-ja¯taka, which in the canonical verses (XV.337) points out that the illusionist who is capable
of deluding the crowd’s vision while on stage, even then cannot obtain release from death.
And it is true that Buddhist literature does not favor such figures generally. The
Candraprabhabodhisattvarcarya¯vada¯na of the Divya¯vada¯na (pp. 314–28) features the narrative of the
magician (indraja¯lavidhijña) Raudra¯ks.a, who is a brahman living on the holy mountain Gandhama¯dana.
Raudra¯ks.a conspires to request the head of the king Candraprabha, who was a previous embodiment
of S´a¯kyamuni; Raudra¯ks.a, of course proved to be a previous embodiment of the Buddha’s evil cousin,
Devadatta. In another Divya¯vada¯na section, the Pra¯tiha¯ryasu¯tra, a similar conspiracy is launched in
S´a¯kyamuni’s own time by the parivra¯jaka Rakta¯ks.a, also an illusionist. He is charged by the Buddha’s
ascetical opponents to rally followers and disgrace the Buddha in S´ra¯vastı¯, where he is preparing his
great miracle (Divya¯vada¯na, pp. 151–53). With substantial literary flair, the ruse does not work and the
Buddha engages in a series of miracles (pp. 155–66), clearly posed to demonstrate his superiority over
the false claims to magic from the ascetic teachers of the period.
Other descriptions of such illusionist figures are found, sometimes in Jain literature. One occurs
in the sixteenth chapter of the Na¯ya¯dhammakaha¯o, one of the twelve an˙gas of the S´veta¯mbara Jain canon
(Schubring 1978). Chapter sixteen is devoted to a Jain version of the previous existence and one episode
in the life of the Pa¯n. d. avas, Draupadı¯ and Kr.s.n. a Va¯sudeva. Most interesting for our purposes is the
figure of Kacchulla Na¯rada, who precipitates much of the action in this section. Kacchulla Na¯rada
seems to be the Jain appropriation and reformulation of the persona of the old r. s. i Na¯rada of Vedic
fame, and has been mentioned elsewhere in Jain literature as a magician of note (Balbir 1990, p. 54).
He is described as an ascetic with both formulaic and distinctive language employed:
kacchullan. a¯rae dam. san. en. am aïbhaddae vin. ı¯e am. to [am. to]a ya kalusahiyae majjhattha-uvatthie
ya allı¯n. asomapiyadam. san. e suru¯ve amaïlasagalaparihie ka¯lamiyacamma-uttara¯sam. garaïyavaccheb
dam. d. akaman. daluhatthe jad. a¯maüd. adittasirae jannovaïyagan. ettiya-mum. jamehala¯-va¯galadhare
hatthakayakacchabhı¯e piyagam. dhavve dharan. igoyarappaha¯n. e sam. varan. a¯varan. a-ovayan. uppayan. i-
lesan. ı¯su ya sam. ka¯man. i-a¯bhioga- pan. n. atti-gaman. ı¯-tham. bhı¯n. ı¯su ya bahu¯su vijja¯harı¯su vijja¯su
vissuyajase it.t.he25 Na¯ya¯dhammakaha¯o 16.127.
There was Kacchulla Na¯rada, very good to look at, educated, playful but internally
concealing his corrupt intent (kalus.a), unbiased between factions, displaying friendliness
and determined pleasantness, well-built, his clothing stainless, his chest covered with an
outer cloak of a black buck skin, staff and water pot in his hand, his head ablaze with a
dreadlocked crest, wearing a sacrificial thread, a rosary, grass girdle and bark clothing,
holding a lute in his hand (vı¯n. a¯pa¯n. i, a name for the r. s. i Na¯rada). He was loved [for his
song] like the Gandharvas, avoiding [walking on] the domain of the earth [as he was
25 Schubring (1978, p.58), reproduces this description but does not translate it; he separates some of the lines in a manner
inconsistent with the t. ı¯ka. Dı¯paratnasa¯gar’s A¯gamasutta¯n. i, edition includes Abhayadevasu¯ri’s 11th century t. ı¯ka, which
understands a anta to be repeated; p. 221.5: ‘vin. ı¯e am. to am. to ya kulusahiyae’ antara¯ntara¯ dus.t.acittah. kelı¯priyatva¯d ity
arthah. . For b Abhayadevasu¯ri takes vaccha as vaks.as, chest, although it could also be read as vatsa, which may also be
understood as the chest; the reading vatthe for vacche given in the Dı¯paratnasa¯gar edition (p. 220.22) seems in error.
Abhayadevasu¯ri provides a verse in his colophon that indicates he completed his commentary on vijayadas´amı¯, the tenth
day of the month of As´vin, in VS 1120, i.e., 1063, in the town of An. ahitapa¯t.aka: eka¯das´asu s´ates.v atha vim. s´atyadhikes.u
vikramasama¯na¯m | an. ahitapa¯t.akanagare vijayadas´amya¯m. ca siddheyam ||
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always flying]. He was understood to be famous for his spells of the vidya¯dharas: spells
of concealment (sam. varan. a), of cloaking (a¯varan. a), descent (avataran. a), ascent (utpatana),
affixing someone to his seat (s´les.an. a), entering another’s body (san˙kraman. a), control over
another (abhiyoga), making hidden things known (prajñapti), magical flight (gamana), and
immobilization (stambhana).
And even though he was praised by Kr.s.n. a, Baladeva and the other Ya¯dava princes, his inner
nefarious quality (dus. t.acitta) was manifest by his desire for conflict,
kalahajuddhakola¯halappie bham. d. an. a¯bhila¯sı¯ bahu¯su ya samarasayasam. para¯esu dam. san. arae
sam. matao kalaham. sadakkhin. am. an. ugavesama¯n. e | Na¯ya¯dhammakaha¯o 16.127
He loved conflict, war, verbal disputes, addicted to witnessing the many hundreds of
clashes of armies, ardently sought out everywhere the conflicts with their remuneration
[for his services].
As a consequence, Kacchulla Na¯rada enticed the ruler of Amarakan˙ka¯, Padmana¯bha by name, to
kidnap Draupadı¯ from the Pa¯n. d. avas and create warfare between Hastina¯pura and Amarakan˙ka¯.
Curiously, for Jain texts, Kacchulla Na¯rada escaped from this conflict with no specified karmic
consequence, even though the sixteenth chapter of the Na¯ya¯dhammakaha¯o is the perhaps the longest in
the scripture.
Now this personality profile represents Kacchulla Na¯rada in the guise of a ta¯pasa or a r. s. i, and
reflects the ideology of the Sma¯rta assumption that those in positions of authority are entitled to it, and
not necessarily subordinate to other authority. It also again reflects the expectation that kings are to
have strong association with a magical siddhata¯pasa, as in the Arthas´a¯stra, which enjoins kings to secure
the presence of illusionist ascetics in a kingdom for protective purposes (4.3.44ab: ma¯ya¯yogavidas tasma¯d
vis.aye siddhata¯pasa¯h. ). The image is in line with the kind of coercive magic often witnessed in texts
featuring the vidya¯dharas, apparently from whom Kacchulla Na¯rada obtained his spells. In addition,
as we know, the designation vidya¯dhara represents a crossover human/divine kind of sorcerer, given
several descriptions in the Ja¯takas and Jain literature.
However, it is germane to observe that obtaining spells via tapas or other means, most generally
from the vidya¯dharas, is a theme as far back as the Va¯lmı¯ki Ra¯ma¯yana (Grafe 2001, p. 75, referencing
Ra¯ma¯yana 1.21.10-19). And long before any evidence for the emergence of tantric rites, we find various
mentions of vidya¯dharas in literature and inscriptions, occasionally transmitting their spells to others,
as is seen in the Jain story of Vasudeva’s study of spells from an illusionist (indaja¯liya) vidya¯dhara
(Vasudevahin. d. i 1.195; Jain 1977, p. 338), from whom he obtained the spells Sumbha and Nisumbha, and
who are otherwise known as demonic figures in the pura¯n. as. Grafe (2001, pp. 339–50), building on
the studies of Van Buitenen (1958), Lüders and others, has given this terminology the most extensive
study, and has argued that the vidya¯dharas were initially humans practicing various spell rituals for
magical purposes, particularly evident in Therava¯da sources. One canonical Ja¯taka verse seems to
validate this perspective:
vijja¯dhara¯ ghoram adhı¯yama¯na¯ adassanam. osadhehi vajanti
na maccura¯jassa vajantadassanam tam me matı¯ hoti cara¯mi dhammam || Ja¯taka XV.341
Vidya¯dharas study ferociously, so that they can
move invisibly by means of medicines.
Yet they cannot travel while invisible to the King of Death;
So it occurs to me that I will travel with the Dharma.
This Ja¯taka verse represents the vidya¯dharas engaged in techniques of invisibility, which becomes
one of the siddhis at a later period, as well as a means for thieves and others of nefarious purposes,
and we see that it is among the most important qualities listed for Kacchulla Na¯rada. The nefarious
potential for invisibility spells is already noted in the descriptions of the ma¯n. avas, the thieves of the
Arthas´a¯sta, who are noted as having employed them in service of a ruler:
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antardha¯namantren. a ja¯grata¯m a¯raks. in. a¯m. madhyena ma¯n. ava¯n atikra¯mayeyuh. | Arthas´a¯stra 4.5.4
Let the [secret agents] have the ma¯n. ava criminals walk right through the wide-awake
security personnel by means of the invisibility mantra.
Little wonder that the invisibility spell is an enterprise featured in the thieves’ manual, the
S. an. mukhakalpa §2.
However, it may be noted that our focus strays a bit in this regard. We should understand
there to be a distinction between those who employ spells exclusively for the goals of violating the
social compact, and those whose employment of spells is for personal support. This latter may
entail a drift to behaviors outside of polite society but is not inherent in their goals, which are more
frequently opportunistic but not necessarily nefarious. Magicians, I would argue, are represented
in the available literature as dedicated to opportunistic gain, even if they are sometimes framed as
pathological predators. Nonetheless, it is germane to observe that the roles may be reversed, and
the stories about the duplicitous magician or evil ascetic should be one reference point for all those
concerning themselves with Indian religion, as White has persuasively argued (White 2009).
8. S´am. vara, Indra and Prakrit Sociolinguistic Evidence
Some at least of the notices concerning such magicians in the classical or medieval period appear to
me to be found in Buddhist or Jain literature, as we have already seen. Brahmanical religious literature
tends to occlude these figures for reasons that are not entirely clear, although much speculation is
possible. Indeed, we will see later that the Mu¯lasarva¯stiva¯da-vinaya provides one answer even if it is
probably not the only position possible. In any event, the reality is that some of the earliest descriptions
of magicians outside of the Vedas are located in a Prakrit register, and an avada¯na in a collection from
Gandha¯ra, dated to the first half of the first century C.E. is of especial interest.
Lenz (2010): Avada¯na 6
evo s.uyadi nagare pa(*lad. i)-
putre mayagare maya vidars´ayad[e]
dupragara co maya s´abari co ///
mayo idra co ta so purus.o s´aba[rima]
ya vidas´ayadi avare co mayagaro to prades´e
anuprato idromaya (*vidars´ayadi) + + ???
is´a mo so matr[i]di kici icha (*t)o [bh](*a)v///(*adi)
mayo pas´[i]do sut.hu teno sumeru ///(*parvado)
sadars´ido vistaras´o sarvo [matridavo]
yavi sa tamo surigo pradibhudo
mayabaleno sarvo vistaro yasayu[pa]//(*mano)
Lenz translates this (p. 74)
Thus, it was heard. In the city of Pa¯t.aliputra, a magician displayed magic. There were two
kinds of magic: the magic of S´ambara and the magic of Indra. Then, that person displayed
the magic of S´ambara. And another magician arrived in that place. He (*displayed) the
magic of Indra . . . He said: “Do you have a desire (*to see a magic display)?” Magic
was seen: (*it was) excellent. Mount Sumeru was bought into view by him. In detail, all
(*should be said) up to “the darkness overshadowed the sun by the power of magic.” The
complete expansion should be according to the model.
Lenz notes, both in his discussion of this text (Lenz 2010, pp. 3–14) and analogous ones in the
Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ corpus, that the specialists in the Avada¯na literature employed abbreviated notes to preach
from, so that the text available to us references a well-known narrative that would probably have
been memorized. The notes appear to have been mnemonic devices to prompt the preacher, whose
audience would have been familiar with the story, or minimally the types of characters involved.
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Even given its brevity, it is an important early statement about a magical contest in Pa¯t.aliputra,
where two magicians (G: mayagara Skt: ma¯ya¯ka¯ra) engaged in a test of wits, one employing magic
derived from Indra, the king of the gods, and the other invested in magic from S´ambara, Indra’s
nemesis in the Vedas, who was noted with his skill in magic (Parpola 1988, pp. 227, 259–64). Such
stories of magical ability versus the ability of the spiritual adepts is not unusual, and frames the
Buddhist Pra¯tiha¯ryasu¯tra in the Divya¯vada¯na collection as has already been mentioned (Divya¯vada¯na,
pp. 89–103). And, as in the Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ story, we may observe that such figures, if they are given a
quotation, are sometimes depicted as speaking in a Middle Indic language. This is either because
the text is written in such a language, as in the instance of Jain texts in Ardhama¯gadhı¯ or Maha¯ra¯s.t.rı¯
Prakrit, or in the case of dramatic texts they are provided with that linguistic register as their level of
discourse, on a par with women, Buddhists and other second-class citizens.
The Ratna¯valı¯—one of the three surviving dramas attributed to the Pus.yabhu¯ti emperor Hars.a
Vardhana—is a case in point, and provides a later moment in the image of magicians dedicated to
Indra and S´amvara. The plot of the drama, and its resolution, requires the activity of an illusionist, an
aindraja¯lika, named S´amvarasiddhi, one who obtains his accomplishment from the god S´amvara. As
with other lower caste actors, S´amvarasiddhi speaks in the Prakrit of the dramas. He is from Ujjain,
and introduces himself to the king by giving a homage to his divinities:
pan. amaha calan. a indrassa indaja¯la-apin. addhan. a¯massa |
taha jjevva sam. barassa ma¯a¯psuparit.ht.hidajasassa || 4.726
We bow down to the feet of Indra, whose identity is bound up into his illusory powers,
And as well to S´am. vara, whose fame is established by his phantasm.
King Udayana is intrigued by the magician, and the Queen Va¯savadatta¯ is supportive, as
she is also from Ujjain, so Udayana asks the peripatetic magician what illusions he can perform.
S´am. varasiddhi replies,
kim. dharan. ı¯e miäm. ko a¯a¯se mahiharo jale jalan. o |
majjhahn. ahmi paoso da¯bijjaï dehi a¯n. attim. || Ratna¯valı¯ 4.8
Do you wish to see the moon on earth, or a mountain in the sky,
or fire in the water or twilight at noon—whatever you command!
kim. jappiden. a bahun. a¯ ihasi hiäen. a jam. jam. devam. dat.t.hum. |
tam. tam. dam. semi aham. gurun. o mam. tappasa¯den. a || Ratna¯valı¯ 4.9
Well, enough of this blathering on. Whatever god you wish in
your heart to see, that god I will show to you, by the grace
of my guru’s mantras.
Thus, notwithstanding the agonistic relationship between Indra and S´amvara described in the
Vedas that carried over into the Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ Avada¯na, by the time of the Ratna¯valı¯, their lineages of
26 The manifold discrepencies between the editions of Ratna¯valı¯ 4.7-9 appear indicative of the problems of the transmission
of Prakrit texts in general. Carpentier p. 361 reads:
pan. amaha calan. e indassa indaa¯lammi laddhan. a¯massa | taha ajjasambarassa vi
ma¯a¯supad. it.t.hiäjasassa || 4.7
kim. dharan. ı¯e miän˙ko a¯a¯se mahiharo jale jalan. o | majjhan. hammi paoso da¯vijjaü dehi a¯n. attim. || 4.8
kim. jappien. a bahun. a¯ jam. jam. hiäen. a mahasi sam. dat.t.hum. | tam. tam. da¯vemi aham. gurun. o mantappaha¯ven. a
|| 4.9
Kale (1921, pp. 95–96): pan. amaha calan. a indassa indaja¯laapin. addhan. a¯massa | taha jjeva sam. barassa
ma¯a¯suparit.ht.hidajasassa || 4.7
kim. dharan. ı¯e miän˙ko a¯a¯se mahiharo jale jalan. o | majjhahn. ahmi paoso da¯bijjaï dehi a¯n. attim. || 4.8
[aham. va¯ kim. bahun. a¯ jappiden. a |] majja païn. n. a¯ esa¯m. jam. jam. hiäen. a ihasi sam. dat.t.hum | tam. tam. dam. semi
aham. gurun. o mantappabha¯ven. a || 4.9
Similar variations are found in Bhattarcharya and Kavyatirth, pp. 342–43, Chakravarti, p. 104 (2nd half). I have, for the
most part, followed Kale’s text, excepting in 4.9, where I follow Chakravarti.
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magic had come together into a single person. Whether this was because Indra had been moved from
the center to the periphery with the rise of the new gods of Hinduism, or for some other reason it is
difficult to say.
Yet we note that the protagonist S´amvarasiddhi, both in his homage and his name, indicates
his devotion to the magical deity S´am. vara, the devata¯ who will be prominent in the Buddhist yoginı¯
tantras a hundred years hence, and that he claims to belong to some kind of lineage, exercising his art
by the grace of his guru. As with the ma¯ya¯ka¯ras of the Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ story, he is an illusionist, and in the
Ratna¯valı¯, his activity is required by the plot—he must kindle an illusionary fire so that the members of
court believe the domestic apartments to be ablaze and release the imprisoned princess Ratna¯valı¯, for
whom the drama is named. In some sense S´am. varasiddhi is a key to a conundrum I could not solve
previously (Davidson 2002, p. 214), how S´am. vara, the old illusion-related divinity of the Vedas and
Brahmanas should end up in the Buddhist canon. Indeed, the evidence from the Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ Avada¯na
leading up to the Ratna¯valı¯ suggests that a vernacular language based tradition of magical practice
thrived around this god, to be appropriated by the Buddhists at a later date.
9. Caste Again
One cannot explore such topics without continually bumping into the issue of caste and
class—even S´am. varasiddhi is referred to as the [illegitimate] son of a slave girl in Ratna¯valı¯ (Carpeller
p. 362.23: da¯sı¯e putta indraa¯liä)—and we saw that various figures like the iks.an. ika¯s have been described in
outcaste or lower caste terms. But one episode brings together many of these elements and is, because
of its entertaining nature, worthy of relating in extensio. The Mu¯lasarva¯stiva¯da San˙ghabhedavastu, in its
narrative of the great schism precipitated by Devadatta, relates how the schismatic monk subsequently
lost the psychic power (r.ddhi) that he had previously gained when he studied under the eminent
Das´abalaka¯s´yapa and had attained the first contemplation (dhya¯na) at that time. In the standard
Buddhist literary trope, S´a¯kyamuni informed the monks that this was not the first time Devadatta had
lost the power he had obtained from Das´abalaka¯s´yapa:27
San˙ghabhedavastu 2.86; To. 1, ‘dul ba vol. nga, fol. 171a1 f.
bhu¯tapu¯rvam. bhiks.avo va¯ra¯n. asya¯m. nagarya¯m. brahmadatto na¯ma ra¯jyam. ka¯rayati r.ddham. ca
ya¯vad a¯kı¯rn. abahujanamanus.yam. ca; (87) tatra can. d. a¯lo vidya¯mantradharo vidya¯mantrakus´alah.
ga¯ndha¯rı¯vidya¯m. parivartya r.ddhya¯ gandhama¯dana¯t parvata¯t aka¯lartuka¯ni pus.paphala¯ny a¯da¯ya
ra¯jñe brahmadatta¯yopanayati; ra¯ja¯ brahmadattas tasya¯bhiprasannah. abhisa¯ram anuprayacchati;
Previously, O monks, Brahmadatta reigned in Va¯ra¯n. ası¯, and the town was filled with
prosperity, the many people scattered about the city. There, resided one outcaste (can. d. a¯la),
possessed of vidya¯mantras, skilled in vidya¯mantras, and by invoking the Ga¯ndha¯rı¯ spell,
through his magic power he would bring from Mt. Gandhama¯dana each day flowers and
fruit out of season, and present them to King Brahmadatta. King Brahmadatta, pleased
with the outcaste magician, [each day] bestows on him a present.
ya¯vad anyatamo ma¯n. avo mantra¯rthı¯ mantragaves. ı¯ s´ravaparampaya¯ janapada¯t va¯ra¯n. ası¯m
anupra¯ptah. ; tato ma¯rgas´ramam. prativinodya tasya can. d. a¯lasya vidya¯mantradha¯rin. ah. saka¯s´am
upasam. kra¯ntah. ; upasam. kramya kathayati: iccha¯my aham upa¯dhya¯yasya s´us´ru¯s. a¯m. kartum. ;
kasya¯rthe? vidya¯ya¯h. ; sa ga¯tha¯m. bha¯s.ate:
na vidya¯ kasyacid deya¯ martavyam. saha vidyaya¯ | prayacched vidyaya¯ vidya¯m.
s´us´ru¯s. a¯bhir dhanena va¯ || iti
Now one [brahman] boy (ma¯nava) [Somas´arma] among many desired mantras, was in
search of mantras. He heard by word of mouth [about the can. d. a¯la] and leaving his country
27 This story has been translated by Von Schiefner (1906, pp. 288–91) from the Tibetan Mu¯lasarva¯stiva¯davinaya.
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made his way to Va¯ra¯n. ası¯. Having recovered from the toils of the road, he proceeded into
the company of the can. d. a¯la who possessed the spells. Having come before him, he said, “I
would like, O Master, to perform service for you?” “For what reason?” “For the spell.” He
[the can. d. a¯la] then recited this verse:
The spell is not to be given to anyone; one should die with the spell.
Or one would exchange the spell for [another] spell, or service or wealth.
sa kathayati: upa¯dhya¯ya yady evam aham. s´us´ru¯s. a¯m. karomi; kiyantam. ka¯lam. kartavya¯? sa kathayati:
dva¯das´abhir vars.aih. s´us´ru¯s.aya¯ dı¯yeta va¯ na va¯; so 'tyartham. vidya¯pratipannah. anujña¯tava¯n; tata
a¯ra¯dhanaparamah. satkr. tya gurus´us´ru¯s. a¯m. kartum a¯rabdhah. ;
The brahman inquired, “Master, if thus I am to render service [for the spell], for how long
does it need to be done?”
The outcaste responded, “With twelve years of service, I will see if the spell is to be given,
or not!”
Thus, because the brahman was excessively dedicated to obtaining the spell, he agreed to
these terms. From then on, he was dedicated to service, and having paid homage to the
outcaste, he began to provide service to the guru.
ya¯vad aparen. a samayena¯sau can. d. a¯lo madyamada¯ks. ipto gr.ham a¯gatah. ; sa ma¯n. avah. sam. laks.ayati;
ayam upa¯dhya¯yah. atı¯va madyamada¯ks. iptah. ; pa¯rs´ve asya s´ayya¯ kalpayitavya¯ iti; ya¯vad asau can. d. a¯lah.
sam. parivartitum a¯rabdhah. ; tasya sam. parivartama¯nasya khat.va¯ya¯ an˙gan. ika¯ bhagna¯; ma¯n. avah. s´rutva¯
pratibuddhah. ; sa sam. laks.ayati: upa¯dhya¯yah. duh. kham. s´ayis.yate; yannv aham an˙gan. ika¯ya¯m. pr. s. t.ham.
datva¯ avasthitah. ;
This went along until, on another occasion, the outcaste came home dead drunk on spirits,
and the brahman thought to himself, “The teacher is totally drunk, so I should set his bed
at my side.” [in case he could overhear the spell spoken in his sleep] So then the outcaste
began to turn over in his sleep, and while he was doing so, the leg on his bed shattered [so
the teacher started to fall off]. The brahman boy heard it and woke up. Then he thought,
“The teacher will be sleeping with discomfort. So I should set it so that the legs of the bed
are on my back.”
dharmata¯ hy es. a¯ s´aun. d. a¯na¯m. yo balava¯m. s tasya va¯ntir bhavati; tasya prathame ya¯me madyam.
vigacchati; tena tı¯ks.n. amadyavega¯t ma¯n. avasya pr. s. t.he va¯ntam. ; sa sam. laks.ayati: yady aham.
ka¯yam. ca¯layeyam. va¯cam. va¯ nis´ca¯rayeyam. stha¯nam etad vidyate yad upa¯dhya¯yah. s´abdam. s´rutva¯
pratibuddho na punah. s´ayya¯m. kalpayet; sa pratisan˙khya¯nena avasthitah. ;
Naturally, anyone who has drunk a lot of spirits will vomit, and so in the first watch of the
night that booze came back up. And because of the intensity of the spirits, [the can. d. a¯la]
vomited onto the back of the brahman boy. And the boy thought, “If I move my body or
utter a sound, then it will be the basis for the teacher, having heard the sound, to wake up.
Moreover, if he wakes that way, he won’t let me have my bed by him anymore.” So he just
sat there and ruminated on his situation.
ya¯vad can. d. a¯lah. svayam eva pratibuddhah. pas´yati tam. tatha¯ viprakr. tam. ; tatah. pr. cchati, ko 'yam. ;
sa kathayati: upa¯dhya¯ya aham. somas´arma¯; vatsa (88) kim asy evam. sthitah. ? tena yatha¯vr. ttam.
sama¯khya¯tam. ; so 'bhiprasannah. kathayati: vatsa paritus. t.o 'ham. ; gatva¯ sna¯tva¯ a¯gaccha; vidya¯m.
tubhyam anuprayaccha¯mi iti; somas´arma¯ a¯gatah. ; tena tasmai vidya¯ datta¯;
In the meanwhile, the outcaste woke up just on his own and saw the brahman there
contaminated in that way. “Who are you?” he asked. “Master, it is I, Somas´arma.” “Boy,
what are you doing there?” So the brahman recounted the story, just as it happened. The
teacher was very pleased and exclaimed, “Boy, I am very pleased with you! Go take a bath,
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and then return. I will bestow on you the spell you desire.” Somas´arma did as instructed
and returned, and the spell was conferred on him.
capala¯ bra¯hman. a¯ bhavanti; sa vegam asahama¯nah. cintayati; ihaiva ta¯vad ena¯m. vidya¯m.
jijña¯saya¯mi, tato 'nyatra gamis.ya¯mi iti; tena sa¯ vidya¯ parivartita¯; bhavanatalam utpatya, a¯s´v eva
gandhama¯danam. parvatam. gatva¯, aka¯lartuka¯ni pus.pa¯ny a¯da¯ya a¯gatah. ; tena ta¯ni ra¯jñah. purohita¯ya
datta¯ni; tena¯pi ra¯jñe brahmadatta¯ya; ra¯ja¯ kathayati: kutas tavaita¯ni;
Yet, we know that brahmans are fickle. Unable to contain himself, he quickly thought, “I
have to try out this spell that I have just here received! I will travel elsewhere.” So he cast
the spell and ascended from the surface of the earth.28 Having gone to Mt. Gandhama¯dana,
he seized some flowers that were out of season (back in Va¯ra¯n. ası¯) and then returned (to
the palace) and gave them to the King’s chief priest (purohita), who in turn gave them to
King Brahmadatta. The king exclaimed, “From where did these come?”
sa kathayati: viprakr. s. t. a¯d des´a¯n ma¯n. avo 'bhya¯gatah. ; tenaita¯ni mama datta¯ni; sa ca¯tyartham.
vidya¯mantradha¯rı¯ aka¯makaran. ı¯yas´ ca bra¯hman. ah. ; kim anena can. d. a¯lena sarvalokapratya¯khya¯tena?
tasya vr. ttim a¯cchidya asmai ma¯n. ava¯ya dı¯yata¯m iti; ra¯ja¯ kathayati: evam. ka¯raya iti; tatah. purohitena
can. d. a¯la¯d vr. ttim a¯cchidya tasmai bra¯hman. a¯ya datta¯; sa taya¯ akr. tajñataya¯ tasya vidya¯ya¯h. parihı¯n. ah. .
The Purohita replied, “A boy came from a distant place, and he gave these to me.
Moreover, he is an extraordinary possessor of vidya¯mantras, and a brahman who will
not be disappointing. Why do we put up with this can. d. a¯la, who is despised by the world?
Withdraw this position from him, and give it to this boy!” The king replied, “Let it be so!”
Then the chief priest withdrew the position from the outcaste and gave it to the brahman
youth. However, because of his ingratitude to the outcaste magician, his magical spell
ceased to function.”
Yijing’s Chinese translation is even more explicit in the Somas´arma’s denial of the relationship




In response [to his being fired], the can. d. a¯la went to the king of the county and said, “This
brahman boy is my disciple—how could his mantra ritual be considered superior to my
own?” Then the king asked the brahman boy, “Now your mantra ritual, is that one you
studied with the can. d. a¯la or not?” However, the brahman boy replied, “I myself practiced
furiously night and day for a year without a break, sought out and obtained this ritual.
Now, this can. d. a¯la falsely claims me [as his disciple]?”
The engaging narrative rings a bit dissonant in some ways, as it tries to identify Somas´arma’s
loss of the power of a spell with Devadatta’s loss of power from his initial obtaining success in
the first contemplation (dhya¯na). Thus, it sets in analogy two different systems: the one narrative
involves a spell that could be overheard by accident and bestows power immediately, while the other
story investigates a psychic power gained through assiduous meditative effort over a lengthy period
of practice. In some sense, the episode appears to echo the hermeneutic tension found within the
Men. d. aka family story, mentioned above. Moreover, the peculiar structure of the San˙ghabhedavastu
narrative is clearly artificial, as the text depicts Devadatta as having already lost his power once before,
explained in an entirely different manner (San˙ghabhedavastu 2.72). As the second story on his loss of
28 Reading bhuvanatala¯t instead of bhavanatalam. , but neither is attested in the Chinese or Tibetan, both of which eliminate
the phrase: nam mkha' la 'phangs nas; T1450.24.173a19: 空騰即已.
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power is both redundant and discordant, so we may assume that this can. d. a¯la pericope as an editorial
intrusion into the earlier narrative of Devadatta’s grievous missteps. It appears to be an attempt to
identify inter-caste rivalry and brahmanical hubris, with the corruption of spirituality in Devadatta’s
association with Aja¯tas´atru and his usurpation of authority over the members of the Samgha, in order
to divide the Samgha and displace the Buddha himself.
Yet the engaging narrative certainly has some truth to it, part of the reason it resonates so strongly
and is expanded within Yijing’s translation. There can be little doubt that we see in Buddhist and Jain
literature various outcaste or tribal peoples attributed the possession of spells at different times and
places. Yet we seldom find such a distinctive display of caste prerogative as in this instance, a bald-faced
subversion of his teacher by Somas´arma to deny the source of his spells and displace his master as the
king’s own sorcerer. Moreover, the collusion of the royal purohita is emblematic of the community scope
of Somas´arma’s subversion, for the brahman boy’s ability to secure the coveted government sinecure
is entirely dependent on the active complicity of his fellow brahman, one who would much rather
deal with the high-status personality of Somas´arma than having regular involvement with a polluting
outcaste. The king’s agreement is a function of the royal-religious/ks.atriya-brahman relationship, and
the king’s only qualms emerge when received systems of authority (guru-disciple) might appear to
have been subverted by Somas´arma.
I would submit that much of this kind of behavior actually occurred, perhaps as episodes in the
courts of classical and medieval India, but also within the public consciousness, both in the early
medieval period and now, with the current defense of received traditions over critical historical inquiry.
As Glucklich observed in the modern period, “They [magicians] may imitate the elite traditions,
and they may contest elite power, but the reverse is often true as well. Priests in major temples
(e.g., Vis´vana¯th Mandir in Banaras) often utilize magical practices . . . ” (Gluchlich 814). Once the
well-placed brahmans—or Buddhist elites—obtained mantras employed by the ma¯tan˙gas or the can. d. a¯las,
in collusion with purohitas and other agents of caste Hindu practice, they then sometimes would
perform what we now recognize as historical erasure: they would simply eliminate their sources from
public consciousness by writing them out of their Sanskritic texts. Others might appropriate the spell at
the expense of living representatives, even while acknowledging the tribal origins to establish an aura
of authenticity. Consequently, we find texts ostensibly with a tribal/outcaste connection represented
in the title, yet entirely under the aegis of brahmans, sadhus or Buddhist monks.
10. Ancient to the Modern
That there is some measure of continuity in magicians’ conduct—whether simply within ritual
or exhibited in a larger behavioral vein—extending from the ancient into the modern period is both
evident and interesting. Some of the nomenclature reaches back to that reported in the early Buddhist
and Jain textual traditions, and the designation of magicians as “tricksters” (kautuka, kuhaka, koüya)
is an enduring theme. Cognate with and—in Sanskrit at least—derived from the word for curiosity
or amazement (kutuka), things that are kautuka are big displays that incite wonder, and this use is
found throughout Sanskrit literature. However, kautuka and related words also signify those who
put on a deceptive show, and this use is mentioned as an unacceptable lifeway in the Brahmaja¯lasutta
(Dı¯ghanika¯ya 1.8.29; Suman˙galavila¯sinı¯ 1.91.28-29), but neither it nor the commentary provide much
information. Obscure but better in many regards is the Bhr.hatkalpabha¯s.ya (1309), which defines those
earning a living by kautuka methods as:29
29 Bollée (1998, vol. 3 s.v.) deals with the peculiar vocabulary of this list, explanations drawn in some measure
from the Br.hatkalpabha¯s.yavr. tti, vol. 2, p. 403:ba¯la¯dı¯na¯m. raks.a¯dinimittam. striya¯ va¯ saubha¯gya¯disampa¯dana¯ya yad
vis´es.en. a snapanam. tad visnapanam | homah. s´a¯ntika¯dihetor agnihavanam | s´irah. parirayah. karabhraman. a¯bhimantran. am
a¯dis´abdah. svagata¯nekabhedasu¯cakah. ks.a¯radahana¯ni tatha¯vidhavya¯dhis´amana¯ya¯gau lavan. apraks.eparu¯pa¯n. i dhu¯ve a tti
tatha¯vidhadravyayogagarbhasya dhu¯pasya samarpan. am | asadr.s´aves.agranan. am. na¯ma svayam a¯ryah. sann ana¯ryaves.am.
karoti purus.o va¯ svam. ru¯pam antarhitya strı¯ves.am. vidadha¯tı¯tya¯di | avaya¯san. am. vr.ks.a¯dı¯na¯m a¯lin˙ga¯panam avastobhanam
anis.t.opas´a¯ntaye nis.t.hı¯vanena thuthukaran. am bandhah. kan. d. aka¯dibandhanam etad sarvam api kautukam ucyate ||
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vin. havan. a-homa-sirapariraya¯ï kha¯radahan. a¯ïm. dhu¯ve ya |
asarisavesaggahan. am. avaya¯san. a-utthubhan. a-bam. dha¯ ||
Sprinkling, fire sacrifice, [sanctification by] the circulation of the hand around the head,
etc., burning caustic salt and so on, applying incense,
Adopting an inappropriate appearance [e.g., appearing low class/different gender when
not], embracing [trees, etc.], spitting [to ward off evil], binding [protective items on the
body]: [these are ‘tricky’ forms of livelihood].
The disparate nature of these behaviors seemed to have led to the term kautuka being applied in
two ritual ways. One is found in some of the late gr.hyasu¯tras and vidha¯na literature and extends from
the “binding” (bam. dha¯) application mentioned in this verse. There, kautuka identifies a thread bound on
the wrist, either in the case of marriage (A¯gnives´yagr.hyasu¯tra 2.3.5) or in the case of a protection ritual
for a king involving a thread of gold (S´aunakı¯ya 2.11.5: sauvarn. am. brahmasu¯trakam). This was perhaps
understood as a ‘amazing/miraculous thread’ and the binding of the kautuka becomes a trope in some
dramatic literature, so that the Raghuvam. s´a 9.1 mentions the viva¯hakautuka, and Svapnava¯savadatta at
the end of act two employs it as a sign for the completion of the marriage rite (p. 68: koduäman˙galam.
ka¯davvam. ). In the Ma¯navagr.hyasu¯tra 1.9.30 and elsewhere kautuka is understood to designate some kind
of room or building, wherein the thread ceremony is to take place (Dresden 1941).
More significant for our purposes is the magical-ritual semantic value, so that in several
tantric or sectarian sources, the term is united with “illusion” to form a compound: illusion-magic
(indraja¯lakautuka).30 Given the conduct of illusionists we have seen, we would expect that the compound
would indicate sleight of hand, or the creation of illusions by suggestion. However, that is not what
the texts do, by and large. The corpus of illusion-magic consists of innumerable small rituals with
immediate outcomes: protection from animals or humans, the ability to be invisible, control of all
kinds of people, the use of plants and animal parts for these purposes, the expulsion of enemies and
generally the manipulation of the nature of things. Their structure strongly differentiates them from
the later Vedic optional ritual literature, the vidha¯na texts. In this latter category, for each specific ritual
action, there is generally a different mantra invoked, and often a different god. In distinction, here there
is most often a single mantra identified, and the ritual applications of this mantra are extraordinary,
with a plethora of additions depending on the text, and few specific gods invoked at all.31
Moreover, they operate in a coercive universe, in which the sa¯dhaka is supreme.32 He does not
propitiate gods or spirits in advance of the rite or make offerings or beseech the divinities to hear his
petition. There is no panegyric to the god or lauditory hymn that was in an earlier generation termed
henotheism, so that each god is said to be special. Here, the magician simply performs the ritual,
makes the offending element/spirit/person change course and then is done with it. There is a hard
core engineering element to the rite: Squeaky wheel? Grease. Mechanism out of kilter? Mantras to the
rescue. Patron needing victory? Perform the rite so that he gets victory and at the same time is brought
under the magician’s sway (vas´ı¯karan. a). Occasionally, in the aftermath, the sorcerer may offer to the
30 Sections devoted to this topic are found in Ud. d. a¯mares´varatantra, pp. 165–72 (apparently an appendix to the text),
Br.hat-indraja¯la, pp. 63–64 (the introduction to Datta¯treya ch. 11 and mantra), Ud. d. ı¯s´atantra, pp. 97–123 (chapter 10). In
the Kaks.aput.a attributed to the siddha Na¯ga¯rjuna, the terms are unbound, so that chapter 13 (pp. 338–48) in the printed
edition is the indraja¯la chapter, whereas two chapters of the vulgate edition are entitled as devoted to kautuka—chapter 12
(pp. 335–38) and chapter 20 (pp. 384–90) but this last is actually listed in its chapter colophon as sarvasam. khya¯sa¯dhana;
for the manuscript chapters see (Yamano 2013, pp. 63–64; Wujastyk 1984).
31 The Amoghapa¯s´amaha¯kalpara¯ja operates in much the same manner, constantly referencing the Amoghapa¯s´ahr.daya as its basic
mantra recitation to be employed in a wide variety of means. The list could be expanded, for many tantric texts do
the same. The primary place where this structure is not observed in the indraja¯la texts is in the invocation of the many
yaks.inı¯s, each of which has their own mantra; e.g., Datta¯treyatantra chapter 12, pp. 159–62; Ud. d. a¯mares´varatantra, pp. 88–106,
etc. Even the Nis´va¯satattvasam. hita¯’s oldest section, the Mu¯lasu¯tra, affirms the multiple use of a single exceptional mantra:
paramantraprayogena sarvakarma¯n. i ka¯rayet || 7.15cd.
32 Davidson (2017) studies the sorcerers and coercive magic in the context of an early pre-tantric Buddhist text propitiating
the na¯gas for the purpose of rain.
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spirit in question, but this is a reward at the conclusion rather than a request at the beginning. We get
little sense of the theology of the sa¯dhaka’s relationship with divinity (tattva, kala¯, vyu¯ha, etc.), the yoga
of identity, the emotional or yogic or meditative relationships that lead into bhakti at a later date. Here,
it is sorcerer to the rescue, with the proper tools at his disposal, which is why the ritual literature is so
specific concerning the materials to be employed, much as a physician is specific in medical practice:
this herb/animal-part/element, not some other item, is to be used.
These later texts are in need of extensive study, and vary widely one from the other but a small
sample from the Illusion-magic chapter (chapter 11) of the Datta¯treyatantra will suffice.33 For the mantra
at the head of the chapter—OM. NAMO NA¯RA¯YAN. A¯YA VIS´VAMBHARA¯YA INDRAJA¯LAKAUTUKA¯NI
DARS´AYA DARS´AYA SIDDHIM. KURU KURU SVA¯HA¯—several dozen rituals are provided, depending on
the textual recension.34 One ritual is simple:
ulu¯kasya kapa¯lena ghr. tena¯hr. takajjalam |
tena netra¯ñjanam kr. tva¯ ratrau pat.hati pustakam || 11.835
Having made a salve for the eyes with lampblack mixedwith ghee in the skull of an owl,
he can read texts at night.
If reading texts at night is not required, and the sa¯dhaka does not actually wish to recite the mantra,
then another source of accomplishment is available.
sarpadantam. gr.hı¯tva¯ tu kr. s.n. avr. s´cikakan. t.akam |
kr.kala¯saraktayuktam. su¯ks.macu¯rn. an tu ka¯rayet ||
yasya¯n˙ge niks. ipec cu¯rn. am. sadyo ya¯ti yama¯layam |
vina¯ mantren. a siddhih. sya¯t siddhiyoga uda¯hr. tam || 11.3636
Having taken a snake’s tooth, and the stinger of a black scorpiontogether with blood of a
chameleon, make a fine powder.
If you put this powder on someone’s limbs, then he will immediately go to the abode of
Yama (i.e., he will die).
Let this be siddhi without the mantra, and let it be designated ‘siddhayoga’.37
As is clear, the mantra is derived from Na¯ra¯yan. a, even though the Datta¯treyatantra is nominally
S´aiva, as most of the later texts are. However, there is actually precious little S´aivism in many of them,
and in reading them we are reminded of the multi-faceted personality of Datta¯treya in Indian history
overall (Rigopoulos 1998). In the tantra sporting his name, he seems to have become a ritual category
for the aggregation of magical rites.
What is notable in these works is that they reflect much of the early descriptions of the substance
of the sorcerers: the use of birds—especially crows, peacocks and owls—the emphasis on small images
33 The numbering is from the Indraja¯lavidya¯sam. graha edition, (pp. 132–65); the organization and most of the readings from
this edition are verified in Datta¯treyapat.alah. fols. 26b-39b3. The Tripa¯t.hı¯ edition and Hindi translation is from an entirely
different recension, and it is not clear to me whether this is bowdlerized or a simple series of eye-skips. The sense that this
chapter might not be entirely acceptable in some circles is supported by the Datta¯treyatantra, Dharmarthi Trust ms. 4913,
fol. 8b concludes chapter 10, whereas fol. 9a begins chapter 12, thus droping out the entire chapter.
34 Lest the use of the term kautuka is considered anomalous in this chapter, the tantra concludes its first chapter with a mantra
that is to stand as the basic one: om. param. brahma parama¯tmane om. namah. utpattisthitipralayakara¯ya brahmaharihara¯ya
trigun. a¯tmane sarvakautuka¯ni dars´aya datta¯treya namah. tantra¯n. i siddhim. kuru kuru sva¯ha¯. Moreover, statements about
the applicablility of kaukuta are repeated throughout parts of the text, starting with the outline of the text, chapter 1.14-17,
to which this mantra is to be applied.
35 Tripa¯t.hı¯ (1995, p. 152) reads: ullu¯kasya kapa¯le tu ghr.tadı¯pena kajjam | pa¯tayitva¯m. jayen netre ra¯trau pat.hati pustakam ||
Datta¯treyapat.alah. fol. 28a4-5: ulu¯kasya kapa¯lena jr.tena ha kajalam. tena netra¯m. janam. kr.tva¯ ra¯trau pat.ham. ti pustakam. .
36 Tripa¯t.hı¯ omits this verse, jumping from Indraja¯lavidya¯sam. grah p. 155, vv. 35 to 40, omitting vv. 36–39. Datta¯treyapat.alah. fol.
33a4-b1: sarpadam. tam. gr.hı¯tva¯ tu kr.s.n. avr.s´cikakam. t.akam. kr.kala¯raktasam. yuktam. su¯ks.macu¯rn. am. tu ka¯rayet yasya¯m. ge
niks.ipec cu¯rn. am. sadyo ya¯m. ti yama¯layam. ||
37 This line about this or that ritual being siddhayoga is often encountered in the Datta¯treyatantra; e.g., pp. 138, 139, 141, etc.,
so that this one verse should not be considered definitive of that category in this text.
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of demons and planets, the use of rural ingredients, all are in accord with the suggestions about the
ya¯tudha¯nas in the Vedic corpus and their ritual afterlife. The fact, demonstrated long ago, that the term
ya¯tu survives in the modern North Indian ja¯du¯ would seem to indicate some kind of tradition that
survived outside of the literate sphere per se, even if it was included in ostensibly sectarian literature at
some date.
Perhaps just as important as substance, is the issue of style, which I would argue is one of the
magicians’ contributions to the tantric ritual and literary practice. Because so many of these rituals
are without any specific moral imperative, they may be employed for all kinds of purposes. And
because they are tools to various ends without a theological architecture, they may glide into a variety
of sectarian frameworks: changing the mantra, visualizing the deity, dedicating the merit, requiring
dı¯ks. a¯ (which most do not even mention let alone describe), invoking vows, etc. Yet they also may be
vehicles to allow aggregation from other sources—folk traditions, new inventions, rumors of power
elsewhere. In the most extensive study of a South Asian sorcerer tradition, Kapferer emphasizes its
simultaneously creative and appropriative style among the sorcerers he knew.
There is a widespread view that innovative or foreign sorcery practice is more likely to
achieve desired results. This is because antidotes to its poison (vasa) are not developed.
There is a great tension to innovation and borrowing in sorcery practice: it is the space of the
bricoleur par excellence . . . The culture of sorcery is alive to borrowing and invention, and
the more foreign or strange the practice, the greater its potency for death and destruction.
(Kapferer 1997, p. 46)
I believe we see all of these activities in medieval Indian tantrism, with its cross-tradition
borrowing, its emphasis on power, its desire for the foreign, tribal or extra-terrestrial aura and so
on. The references to ma¯tan˙ga or s´abara tribal peoples in the tantras are analogous to the modern
appropriation of tribal charisma by non-tribal sorcerers, most evident in the designation ‘baiga’ in
Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh.38 Some of these elements, to be sure, become rationalized in
selective texts and traditions, and in many instances we find a strong moderation of the magical
element merging into the religious element, with its distinctive emphasis on the dynamic relationship
between deity and devotee. Yet this is most often accomplished via an elaborate, elite hermeneutic
that is not encoded in the basic ritual action but operates as a symbolic frame of reference, one that
can be modified even while retaining the ritual event. That is not to say that the symbolic frame is
insignificant, nor is the community supporting it an afterthought. Rather, it is to acknowledge that
rituals of power tend to operate in a value-neutral moral ground, and those adopting that ground
must furnish it with a system of value predicated on their own traditions.
11. Conclusions: Sorcerers as Continuing Sources for Tantric Systems
If the above treatment is somewhat superficial—and in the face of the very sophisticated
discussions of Kapferer, Tarabout, Nabokov and others, I certainly acknowledge that it is—this
is in part because the volume of evidence is enormous and the intellectual challenges in unpacking
and interpreting that evidence are daunting. Unlike anthropologists, textual scholars do not have the
luxury of interrogating our informants about their intentions or other aspects of their performances.
Here, I do not presume to have done more than bring to the attention of my colleagues some of the
materials available.
Yet the evidence suggests—both from the examples given and from the many others for which
space prohibits discussion—that there existed in India from the ancient to the modern period various
38 On tribal sorcerers, representative are Fuchs (1973), Sinha (2006) and Rahmann (1959), but the bibliography is quite lengthy;
on the Baiga magicians in particuar, Elwin (Elwin 2007, pp. 305–407) and Babb (1975, pp. 197–208), demonstrates that, in
the communities he studied, baiga is no longer a tribal designation but a form of employment, exclusively engaged in by
non-twice born castes.
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groups and individuals operating under a variety of designations; these people pursued avocations
we would recognize as sorcery, magic or other ritual forms of the manipulation of reality for personal
or professional reasons. The categories we find—ya¯tudha¯na, iks.an. ika, vidya¯dhara, d. a¯kinı¯, aindraja¯lika,
ma¯ya¯ka¯ra—cannot be expected to reflect precisely the fluid categories and reality on the ground while
the texts were in the process of formation. Instead these designations most likely represent the literary
reification of a bewildering variety of pursuits, often outside of our received lineal or ritual categories.
That is because these individuals were not necessarily based in a lineage or literature themselves, and
most of them are depicted as operating outside of the aura of polite society or of received linguistic
norms, even if some were patronized by king and court. Like their modern successors—ja¯du¯gar, ojha,
da¯ïn, baiga, mantrava¯di, ca¯mis, etc.—they did not hold themselves aloof from the gritty necessities of
making a living. Instead they pursued their claim to the manipulation of the cosmos in service of either
personal promotion or their patron’s goals. We may suspect that their employment of various kinds
of lethal rituals in the ancient and medieval period was accompanied with other forms of lethality
less metaphorical and more physical, but this is a suspicion that requires further investigation, as do
virtually all aspects of their activity. Certainly, sorcerers are occasionally depicted as creating and
enjoying conflict, whether between friends or enemies, so we may assume that they were part of the
predisposition to interpersonal drama in Indian social life.
Some of them evidently saw themselves as operating in a lineage, obtaining some kind of initiation
from a teacher, even if we suspect (as the modern evidence supports) this may have been secondary or
tertiary to their motives for the pursuit of their vocations. It is also entirely possible that “initiation” or
guru-disciple relationship may have been the stuff of visions, dreams, or just fabricated out of the thin
air of the mountain regions said to be inhabited by the vidya¯dharas in Jain narratives. Some, to be sure,
felt called through some kind of personal crisis or psychological event (Nabokov 2000, pp. 149–51).
However, just as likely, others simply understood a possibility and pursued a livelihood where none
was otherwise available, relying on their social skills, understanding of patronage and motivation,
and verbal wit to pull them out of uncomfortable situations. Moreover, because this is a function
of human behavior, we may surmise that others came to their calling at a time of social dislocation
and economic uncertainty, when no other form of economic support was available. Irrespective of
cause, the documents invariably speak of the search for control, of the need for sustenance, of the
understandable desire for the basic elements of human life.
It is also clear from the available evidence that identifying any of these as necessarily “Buddhist,”
“S´aiva,” “Vais.n. ava,” “Jaina” or “S´a¯kta” is to misrepresent our sources, for the many instances of the
lifeways delineated in the literate record seldom identify these magicians with any sectarian system
of allegiance that is the sine qua non of modern Indological narrative. We may reflect on the fact that
the literate archive is not so transparent, not immediately evident, not uncritically accessible as it has
been occasionally treated in scholarly literature. This appears perhaps a weakness of some Indological
understanding, based on a limited vision of what constitutes admissible categories. However, it
is not a misrepresentation within the sources themselves, which consistently maintain a complex
understanding of their own periods.
At no time for which we have evidence in India do we see magicians or sorcerers as relinquishing
the field, nor are they ever under the domination of any single sectarian lineage. Indeed, in the modern
period, they cross religions as well as traditions, with some coming from Islamic disenfranchised social
groups, employing the opportunities available (Shah 1998; Tarabout 2000). Thus, we must take into
account that these figures were invested with spells that were claimed to allow them supernormal
powers, raise the dead, heal the sick, cast spells of benefit and destruction and counter other sorcerer’s
spells for own patrons. They left us only tantalizing clues of their existence, they generally came from
a vernacular background, and were dedicated to their own welfare as much as their promulgation of
alternative rituals.
And yet these clues equally raise the specter of historical erasure: the intentional or unintentional
occlusion of non-elite or non-brahmanical elements, all in service of the dominant paradigm. The
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hostility of some brahmanical representatives to even discussing the religious traditions of those on
the margins of society has been expressed to anthropologists. As Sax was told when he tried to present
some outcaste data on ritual healing in Delhi, “How dare you conduct research on such a topic? . .
. You should be spending your time stamping out this sort of thing, not conducting research on it!”
((Sax 2009, p. 232); see also (Nabokov 2000, p. 149)) So non-literate magical rituals among marginalized
communities continue to be eliminated from discussion right into the present, much as they have
been within India’s past. If there is a critical imperative, we might acknowledge that the forces of elite
privilege did not only arise as a result of capitalist commercial or post-colonial forces, but equally stem
from deeply seated symbol and social systems that have been reiterated throughout Indian history.
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